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QUESTIONS CONCERT
TICKET HANDLING
Frustration is the right word to
express what I felt Wednesday
evening at the Vienna Boys Choir
Concert. As a student in this college I have tried to create interest
in students by writing in French in
this paper. Since foreign language
is a most criticized field , I tried to
show that our education is not perfect unless we can understand other people, and other nations. My
purpose is not to show how well I
can speak French because French
is my native tongue.
My point today is to ask: "What
is going on in our college?" The
first day they put out the tickets
for the Vienna Boys Choir Concert, I went to the Information
desk to obtain a ticket. The lady
told me they were sold out. By
. coincidence the same day it happened that I spoke to the president

of the German Club. I took the
opportunity to tell her that I could
not find a ticket . She was nice
enough to ask me if I wanted to
usher. I answered : "Yes."
At a quarter to seven I was already here. When we proceeded to
let the people in, I was amazed to
see how many non-students
showed up with tickets. (old
people and young children.) I
could count the number of students who had a chance to show
up for the Concert. Since then I
have asked myself, "How did
these pe ople obtain tickets?" I
also asked myself, "How were
those tickets given awa'y?" Do we
students appreciate music and art?
I don't believe that the last question would give us an answer .
• People of this community forget
how they were talking about us

polluting this area. They forgot
that they said that we will use their
backyards as shortcuts to get to
the planned Student Union house.
They also forgot that our money
paid for this concert. When the
school paid $4,000 in American
dollars for this c;;oncert, we did not
do it to please this community, nor
for these suckers who· think that
we come to school and learn nothing from our books. We paid this
money for this concert in order
that we could learn to appreciate
arrother culture besides the prejudices of the "Soit-Disant" American people.
Those who are working on the
concert series committee are the
only ones who can bring this matter to light.
·
Thank you
Fougeres R. Ferrier

ROCI(Y GRAY: PART TWO
As part of the continuing statements from week to week concerning my case and larger related problems at Northeastern, I
want to clarify an important point
omitted from my letter in last
week's Print. The second paragraph of my long letter of March
4 does not make it sufficiently
clear that the English Department
Retention
Committee,
which decided to drop me from
the faculty, was composed of
only six of the ten tenured members of the Department. That
it should be so constituted was
decided, it is true, by vote of the
whole department. It now seems
to me, however, important to
question whether it is right to

have on a committee of this im-.
portance only a portion (in this
· case 60%) of the tenured faculty. Furthermore, I have already
suggested that it would be good,
in my opinion, to raise the matter
of having some non-tenured
me mbers a nd also student representatives to sit qS voting members of such a committee.
I want also tQ restate the best ·
form to follow for those who wish
to write individual letters supporting my retention . If you are
willing to have the letter appear in
the Print, turn in the original
copy to the Print office and leave
a copy in the mailbox of either ,
Mr. Nemanic or Mr. White in the
"D" office section in the base-

ment. (You can leave it in my
mailbox, also, if you wish.) If you
leave the original copy with the
above-named instructors and you
do not wish a copy of it to appear
in the Print, please indicate this.
wish at the bottom of tl:ie letter.
As time permits (hopefully
next week in this .paper) I hope to
\\'.rite another extensive letter developing further my criticisms of
certain practices and ways of
thinking about education as they
appear in the English Department and in the college at large.
Sincerely,
Rockwell Gray
Instructor in English

GONZALESSUPPORTSGRAY
I want to say in behalf of Mr.
Rockwell Gray, that while reading
the book of schedule of classes, I
noticed that Mr. Gray was going to
teach a class in World Literature
which included Cervantes' Don
Quixote de la Mancha. I have always been very interested in this
masterpiece, so I asked Mr. Gray

Don Quixote de la Mancha because
I have taught it in Spanish Literature also.

if I could attend his class and he
gladly accepted.
His class was three hours long
and on Saturdays, however, I can
say that it was an excellent class
because Mr. Gray directed it very
well. Class participation was very
active and his knowledge of the
material was outstanding. I know

I hope that this letter would help
the Committee to recon!'tider its
decision on Mr. Gray's dismissal. ·
Yours truly,
Mr. Rodrigo Gonzalez..

WOLMAN ON ROCKY GRAY
Disregard for student needs ap- having allegedly been a member of
pears to be the cause of the dis- the Retention Committee wouldn't
graceful firing of the English De- know of Gray's firing .
partment's Rockwell Gray.
I did speak to Mr. Liebow after
This disregard seems to have the- March 4 Print article and he
been engendered by a somewhat said that he didn't believe Gray was
apathetic body of tenured English fired (for certain) in 1969. Now
Faculty.
he's not really sure. Liebow also
Late in November, 1969 the said that though Gray is a good
English Dept. Retention Com- teacher, there are sometimes reamittee recommended that Gray's . sons which can't always be readily
contract not be renewed for the explained; unexplainable reasons
academic year of 1970-71.
for firing or not retaining teachers.
The Retention Committee in- Liebow suggested I speak to Dr.
eludes English Dept.'s Dr. Paine, Paine about Gray's firing, not him.
and Messrs. Lease, De Ville, LieI attempted to speak to Dr.
bow, Ciark and Mrs. Patton - all of • Paine, but he was busy and
whom have tenure.
couldn't see me during that week.
During the beginning of 1970 I
I asked Dr. De Ville about Gray
asked Mr. Liebow about Gray's fir- but he said he wouldn't discuss the
ing. Mr. Lie bow told me he hadn't matter till after the whole thing was
known that Gray was fired . It over.
seems strange that Mr. Liebow, .
Tho~gh Mr. DeVille ,di9n'_t Kx\_#!'.,f J -t J ~<j•.:.t .J-~
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We ore presently in the
midst of a week of celeb r a t i n g i n com,;,emorotion of the passing of the PRINT's second anniversary. There"
are many events still
planned that all of you

can attend.

·

•

Coming up there is the
Symbolic PRINT burning,
the PRINT talk-in about
mind pollution and the
big PRINT money roi~ing
drive to make us all
wealthy (healthy and
Wise ore optional).
Seriously though folk,
we ore actually two years
old this week (officially
our Birthday is Morch
12th, tomorrow). There
are four staff members
who hove hod the distinction of belonging
since the beginnings two
long years 099. They ore :

Th!·· NortheastPrn

~
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The Northeastern Print is published bi-weekly
at Northeastern Illinois State College, 5500 North
Saint Louis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60625.
Letters to the editor must be signed, but names
will be withheld upon your request. Letters will
be published in their entirety whenever possible.
The opinions expressed within th!!se pages are
those of the Northeastern Print editorial board
exclusively. Direct comments to our office in
E 45, or phone JU 3-4050, ext. 270.

plain what "the whole thing is _
ov.e r" means, I suppose it means
Editor-in-chief ...... .. .. .... .. .. ..... .... ... Jeffrey Provus
'tit Gray is gone. Dr. De Ville is an
News Editor ... ................... ................. .. . KeJJ Davis
excellent instructor and has done
Feature "Editor ....... ........ .. .. .. ...... . Mickey ;>agrillo .
Office Manager ...... ..... .. .......... . Phi I Volchenbaum
much for students but in this case I
Business Manager ... ...... .. ...... ..... ..... ... Brfan Reich
feel he is wrong because the time to Photography Editor .......................... Roger Bader
discuss Gray's plight is now not latPhotographer .. .............................. Mike O'Connor
er.
General Assistant ...................................... .. Abby
Ken
Davis,
Lynn
Musson,
Sports .. ..................................._. ..... . Sam_Wa~me,ster
Just what are the issues conMickey Sogrillo and RoColumnists .................. Sophie Baran,echt, Kathy
cerning Gray? That, no one seems
Kwasny Mary Lou Lynch, Conrad Pitcher
ger Bader. Let's hove a
to kriow. Gray, in his letter to the
Staff ...............' Jeanne Dapper , Alicia Kouvellts
round of applause for
Sharon McDowall , Linda Miller, Lynn
Print, March 4, said that he atthese distrnguished memMusson Fredene Peccl)ia, Eugene Rinaldi ,
bers of the PRINT.
· tempted to speak with Dr. Paine
Richard Stone', Bonnie Wendt , Kenneth Wisn ier skf
Presents and conbut after an hour and a half he
gratulating telegrams will
Sponsor ................ .... ..... ..................... E.M. Liebow
(Gray) still received no clear anbe accepted until noon
swer as to why he had been sacked.
Thursday. Just for kicks,
let's look at our Morch 12,
Gray states, "The simple fact of
1968 staff box.
the matter is that he (Dr. Paine) refused to give me any clear answer."
Just imagine that folks . . . a
teacher is fired and the Chairman
of the department doesn't see fit to
Nor1J1t,,H rem PRI NT Editorit1!
• . Cont; !)~,P.'!,, •·•· . ... , ......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,..,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,
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WORI{ NEARLY STOPS IN
MOST CRITICAL COMMITTEES
( an intt;rpretive report)
These pages each week are usually
reserved for news of late-breaking or
relatively important events. This week .
app~rs unique in that there are few
such events to report.
The news this week, it seems, is
more of those things which did not
happen. The Community Constitution
Committee has not yet held its first
meeting, though four students -Jay
Byron, Conrad Pitcher, Elaine Gertler
and Julio Cruz- were appointed by
Chuck Greenberg more than two
weeks ago. Four faculty members
were . approached by President Sachs
· over three weeks ago with his request
to serve, and it is still not known
whether they will do so. Dr. Eldridge
Scales, Dean of the College of Education, was reportedly charged with the
duty of convening the committee:

At the long, heated confrontations in
recent months with our neighbors, the
community representatives made it
quite clear that communication . with
the college was not what it should be,

and that a council of some type should
be established to help -iron out differences before they erupt into disturbing
disputes. To this day, no one from
N_ortheastern has been selected to
serve on the council, although the Hol- .
lywood-North Park Civic Association,
which represents the community, ·expressed genuine interest in getting the
group moving.
• The special Ad-hoc committee to
discuss and review Northeastern's recruitment policy had been meeting
regularly on· Friday until this week;
when it was forced to move its meet to
Tuesday. At _th_a t meeting tl!_ey_ w~re
.unable to decide on
ffme for this
week, and· Dr. Hudson's office as late
as Friday had no definite word on .the
next meeting. ·
At its last regular full meeting, the
group became entangled in procedural
has sles and dispu.tes, and the work of
this ~eview committee, once thought
to be complete within several weeks,
is beginning to drag on. · ·
The Union of Stude nts, which was -

a

created to help fill the vacuum created
by student governments failure, is still
meeting, but with fewer and fewer attending each gathering. Last Thursday, about thirty arrived for an afternoon meeting, and the discussions
turned to broad, general discussions of
the group's operating philosophy. After an hour, the meeting was moved to
the lounge outside the Student Senate
office, but only about fifteen people
made the move. At that time, discussion turned to · plans for a mass
meeting in the auditorium tQ help drum
up new members for the group.
Such concepts as an "all-day" Bugg
House were discussed, but no definite
plans were made before the group disbanded. It isn't clear .when their next
meeting will be held. 1
Over three . weeks . ago Charles
Greenberg . announced that his
"freeze" on committee activity was
•OVJr. . He reported that enough students had volunteered to sit with those
committees which required student
participation, and he . named several

.

more students to each committee than
was actually required.
By Friday afternoon we had ·geceived no reports of meetings getting
under way on a regular basis. ·
Generally considered to be the most
critical student committee, Student
Fees Allocations had reportedly not
met, but a memo had allegedly been
sent to Greenberg by Dr. Gangware,
chairman, protesting the fact that two
appointments are in their fifth trimester, and one, Conrad Pitcher, is· now in
his eighth. Dr. Gangware had indicated that it might be more effective
if younger members were chosen.
There had been no report from Student Affairs, the judicial body, by last
weekend, bt
vhether or not they.
were to hav ,net this Mo'n day, the
regular mee t 5 time, is not known.
The Park:r,g Lot Violations Appeal
Board has not met since its first meet-·
· ing several weeks ago because the
group's legality was challenged by student David Weiner, and no further action has been taken.

-

IICDffl

11:an
..
.
•

·Three critical matters facing Northeasiern - The development of a Community Constitution; the review of our-present' policy
toward milit!lry ~ltment; and the improvement or ~llege-q>'1tmunity relations.
.
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"SPECIAL TUITION" I~N'T
SPECIAL WITH FEWER THAN
TWELVE HOURS
When it was announced last year tha t a
.special reduced-rate tuition would be a va ila ble here during the summer, it wasn'..t
generally understood that the cost would
be applied only to " full-time " programs.
In the advance registration packets it is
expla ined that the spec ial tuition is only
good for students who advance regi ster for
at least twelve hours , at least eight of which
mu st be in the sixteen-week term .
The specia l tuition, where applicable, is
$50. Otherwise, tuition is $15 per hour for
part-time programs , and $97.50 for any
"full-time" program over seven hours.
Therefore, if a student registers for a
twelve-hour program, a nd eight of those
hours are in the sixteen week trimester, the
regula r tuitio·n would be $97 .50. During the
summer, though, the special reduced tuition for those full-time programs is only
$50 . But, should tha t stude nt drop a course
and fa ll _be low the requi red minimum nu m-

ber of hours, he would be assessed for the
differenc e-$47 .50 , plus five dollars
change of regi stration fee -a total of
$52.50.
T his does not work in reverse , however.
A student enrolling for a smaller number of
classes a nd then later adding a sufficient
num'ber of hours to qualify for the special
tuition will not receive a rebate of $47.50.
The special rate for summer was devised ·
last year as a method by which more students could be attracted to NISC during
what were traditionally quiet months.
" We're attempting to balance our load out"
explained Dr. William · Lie nemann,
Vice-President for Admi ni strative affairs.
H e pointed out that, if students could be
e ncouraged to ta ke a heavier load during
the summer, it might help alleviate the
pressures of overcrowding during the other
periods.

TEMPORARY TEACHING
CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
April grad uates who wish to teach in the
Chicago Public Schools during the remaining 8 weeks of May and June of the current
school year, should apply for a Temporary
Teaching certificate. The applicant must
supply either a successful NTE score or
take a two hour screening examination.
Last trimester the Placement Office was
able to obtain a large room for a three hour
period so that NISC candidates could complete the procedure of fi ll ing out the applicatio n form and othe r for ms and a lso take
the screening examination here o n campus.
This trimester it has been impossible to arrange for a suitable room at a time acceptable to the Board of Examiner examiners,
on campus. As an alternative, arrangements
have been made so that three afternoons
have been set aside for NISC applicants to
take care of the complete procedure at the
central Board offices at 228 N . LaSalle
Street. The three dates are March 9, 11 and
12 at I :30 p .m . each day. The applican t will

be able to make app11cauo n, take the screening examination if he cannot supply a suc- ,
cessful NTE score and also take the physical examination given by the Board of Education physicians. The applicant need bring
only his x-ray results for the physical.
Interested students should apply for an
ADM IT in the P lacement Office. T he
Board of Exami ners has su ppl ied 50 A DM ITS for each of the three afternoon periods and they will be distr ibuted to the first
applicants, fi rst come first served. The advantage of go ing o n any of these three days
Rennie Davis, recently convicted in the "Chicago 7" trial, will speak at Northeastern on
is that they are being reserved for NJSC apWednesday, March 25, it was announced yesterday. The affair is sponsored by the NISC
plicants and the entire procedure is being
Peace Council, the Sociology Club, and Bugg House Square. Davis is pictured here as he
geared so that all phases of the certification
appeared at Northeastern in 1968.
procedure can be disposed of in one operation. Student teaching supervisors have
been given copies of this bulleting for interested student teachers. Students are urged
to read the bulletin for complete details regarding necessary transcripts of credits,
NTE scores, etc.

RENNIE DAV IS TO VISIT

Experimental Program INFO

INSTITU'llONS JOIN UREHE ·

NISC belongs to UREHE (Union for
Research and Experimentation in Higher
Education), based at Antioch College.
Nine new colleges and universities have
been
selected for membership in URE.HE.
meeting with leaders of student government and the union of students last Friday . Their selection, announced Feb. 6 by
At that -time, the NC representatives UREHE President Dr. Samuel Baskin,
heard complaints-from the students attend- was approved at a recent UREHE board
ing that demands for academic reform have meeting. The selection was made from
been la rgely ignored by faculty and admin- a group of about twenty expressing inistration, and that community governance . terest in joining the Union. The board also
is being blocked, though there is a clear approved a change in the name of the
desire for it among students and some fac- group, to the Union for Experimenting
Colleges and Universities (UECU).
ulty.

NORTH CENTRAL VISITS
A committee of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
visited NISC last Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, to compile its report on Northeastern.
The North Central A ssociation is the
· group charged with the re,sponsibility of
accrediting Northeastern and many other
institutions.
Dr. Donald C. Roush, the Chairman,
and four other committee members, spent
the three days in conferences with students, faculty members and administrators .
They sat in on some classes, and called a

The committee will compile the results
of its visit, and file a report with the association.
·

.

-.
Now TWO Locations - - NORTH & OLD TOWN

GIANT HAMBURGERS
64 oz. Pitcher of Seer $1.75
LIGHT OR DARK
t :11su11f t1n,I (:oz, ·

ROARING FIREPLACE
BARBECUE

RI BS

To •other@ or tak• out

Bratwurst & other " great "
Char c oal Broiled Items
PITCHERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS
Mod•"' Pric••
COCKTAILS & HOT DIUNkS
Open from lunch tat 2 A .M
7 day., o -••"'-

AM P LE FREE PARKING

:;:~::

'2741 W. Howard St. 973-0990

1447 N. Wells

664-2393
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new educational ideas as a way of improving their educational programs. All have
received some degree of recognition for
their pioneering efforts in higher education . .
"The inclusion of several large universities
in the Union," Dr. Baskin said, "represents an attempt to spread the base of the
Uni.on ·sci as to affect a larger and more
influential segment of American higher
education."
Acceptance of these new members is a
first step in the projected development of
several area Centers for Research and Ex- perimentation according to Dr. Baskin.
The proposed plan would create three or
four centers at member institutions. At

At that meeting, the board also elected
Dr. Reamer Kline, president of Bard College as chairmen of the board of the Union.
each center, an Area Coordinator would
Dr. Jerome Sachs, president of North- bring together representatives from both
eastern, was elected vice chairman.
. Union and non-Union institutions to work
New members joining the Union are the on problems and issues with special releUniversity of the Pacific, stockton, Calif.; vence to these institutions; it is expected
the University of Massachusetts (School of that different institutions will tie in with
Educa•ion) ; Staten Island Community Col- more than one of the area Centers, as
lege, New York City ; Roger Williams Col- topics of interest to them are explored at
lege, Bristol, R.I.; the University of Min- the various Centers. At each Center, the
nesota; . Chicago State College; Friends cooperating institutions would work closeWorld College, Westbury N.Y.; West- Iy together in the stimulation, devel-·
minster College, Fulton, Mo.; and the Uni- opment, and implementation of change
versity of Wisconsin at Green Bay. The projects appropriate to the institutions'
addition of the nine new members brings to needs. The Central office of the Union,
eighteen the present membership of the located at Antioch College, Yellow
Union. Other members of the union in- Springs, Ohio, would assist in the deveiclude Antioch, Bard, Goddard, Hofstra opment and funding of project proposals
University, Loretto Heights, Monteith, and continue to ·provide consultation, coorNe"w College at Sarasota, Northeastern 111. dination and research assistance.
State and Stephens. The new members,In weeks to come in Experimental Prolike the original ones, vary greatly in many gram INFO, we will look into what part
ways, including location, size, .and types of NISC· has in UECU. UECU information
programs offered.
is located on the bulletin board outside
· However, all are alike in their com- • D- I04. Students may visit office 521 for

mitment to continual experimentation with

additional info.
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ARO'SBMOC
f:ANDIDA TES

UNION OF STUDENTS
TUESDAY, 1:00
l LITTLE THEATER
PSYCHOLOGY FILM FESTIVAL
2:00: All0 4 :00 8113
Wed ., M arch 11 "Assault on Life"
Thurs., M arch 12 " Long T ime to G row" or "Child of the F uture"
12:00 Al 18 4 :00 P2
12:00 8114 4:00 P2
Tues., March 17 "My Na me is Children"
To confirm the above infoi:mation, see the Psychology bulletin board, near 8119.

TOM CITTI-NEWMAN

JAY LAG~BINA-AXE

FREE CLASSIFIEDS

BOB BROWN-BEi
Mr. English,
In the February 18, 1970 issue of the
print, the student body was informed of
your candidacy . for the Big Man · on
Campus conte st. I offer my congratulations. I feel that you have as much
righMo be a candidate as any one else on
the campus.
What bothers me so much about your
anhouncement, h your denoucement . of
tne Fraternity and Sorority; and Fratority,
men and women on this campus . Your
letter seems to indicate that because a person belongs to a fraternity, · sorority, or
fratority, he can do, or chooses to do no
more for the school. This is basically a ·
wrong assumption on your part. I am well
aware of contributions made by many of
the Greek brothers and sisters. Let me
remind you of just a few of them ;
The last elected president of the student
government was a brother in A .X .E.
Tony Wi zowaty
The Print's own photographer is a
brother in A.X .E. -- Roge r Bader
T he Print's O wn Mondo Cryptc, is al so
a brother in A.X:E . -- G ary- Dale Stockman
A T :K. E . pledge is a lso a member of the
school basketball team--Tim Blancha rd
Patti M iceli of A.R .0. was a chairman ·
of the Acti vity Council before me
The curre nt secretary of the activity
council if a L S.A. sister--Diane Tuczek
Jan Marmitt of L S.A . is a hard wo rking
member of t he school's Debate Team
Kathy N obilio of A .R.O . also has
served as president of Interpreter's
Theatre.
·

These Mr. English are only a few of the
accomplishments of the Greek brothers
and sisters on this campu s. ·I only hope the
other brothers and sisters will pardon my
excluding their contributions as I haven't
the.space for them.
However, Mr. Engli sh; I would like to
take this opportunity to inform you and the
rest of the school, that I, too, am also a
candidate for thi s year's B.M.0 .C . I am
also a member ofa fratorit y. However, Mr.
English, my qualifications for the title,
which I feel could be the same qualifications for any of the other brothers and
si sters on this campus are : (as of March,
1970)

Congratulations, Wome ns' Liberatio n - your paper
was e xcelle nt ! Enjoyed every moment of it. - Lt.
Flood
Northeastern Publications' new paper, " Women s' ·
Liberation" is fantastic! Keep up the g ood work !

Mr. E nglish, I- feel that your critici sm of
the Greeks on Campu s was unju st a nd
unfair. And I would like to offer a c hallenge to you ; If you wi n the title of thi s
year's B.M.O .C. I will personall y apologize in .writing to you, Ho wever if I win the
contest, you must apologize to a ll of my
greek brothers anci sisters in the print.

FRED ENGLISH~PRINT
Right on , . brothers! That's what my
BMOC campaign is all a bout. How much
ch_a nce would I ordinarily have to make
BMOC? After all , I haven' t tried to step
on people to get up, i haven 't pledged any
frat I haven' t studied the ru ling class with
the inten tion of "joining," I have n't done
a ll the things that a BMOC..tisuall y has to
do in order to make it. All I have ever ·
done is to try to help the people, to work
for a nd with the peopl e, to do th ings that
should be do ne. Y eah, dig it, I' m not a top
dog, I don' t want to be a top dog. I' m a guy
who works for and with the people and
that should be what counts. All Power to
the people .
F~ed Engli sh

I .don 't re member the last tim e I read a p a p er a s'
great a s " W o m e ns' Libera tion ." Wow! Right on! -

Dr. Goldberg
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The w orld is really flat, I've b een putti ng you o n a ll
th is ti me . C. Columbus
like to perform at the Co rn Cellar - Call 583-6109.

WANTED: favor ite re ci pes fo r new foo d se ctio n in
Northeastern Publications' new spaper. Please subm it rec ipes and cooking tips to Northeastern Publications mailbo x above cafeteria.

Come e xp e rience Stephen Stills, Paul Mc Ca rt ney,
Joh n Sebastion, G ra ce Slic k a nd J im Morrison fo r
w ha t it's w orth ! - fo r lnterp. Theatre Rock Poetry _
Show.

Sublet, st ud io · apartment, 6800 bloc k of Sheridan
Road, Rent: 127.50. Fu rnished or unf urn ished . Call
Te rry at 583-4165.

Do n't fool yo urselves. The philosophy cl ub is alive and well a nd thriving right here in CH ICAGO.

Betty: Does David know about the Squid and Clyde?
Duke : 10 times a day is beyond man's capobility.

Walle t Snatc he r - Keep the cash - Cough up the
ca rds.· - MJ .
QT wo n't ta n you; it wi ll burn you _: 3rd Point.
. For Sale: Go od used trumpet w ith brand new
c ase - $85.00, call 262-8597

King Charles I - they call him the rapper.

Wh ich faculty member is us ing Student Fees to turn
out his personal fa n club publication? Talk about
using stude nts! This cha racter·writes his own publicSave mon e y o n your auto insurance. For auto insurity releases, maneuvers his little coterie to have the
ance; se e o r call Den nis Cha lmers ...274 -5446 o r
dolla rs diverted from a legitimate channel to his
761-0098.
own little in-group and basks in his self-created
limelight. This bold and brassy confidence game will
Dr. Dierickx speaks at Newman Sunday, March 15
. .e nd only when students whose money is being
on African rel igions at 7:30 p .m . - all welcome.
ill-used, put a stop to it by cutting off the funds.
Famous 6 -str ing folk g ui tar · perfect condiCo me again ?
tion - $ 135 .00 with case. Call 525-5403 - ask for ·
Gre g . __ _
___ _
- - - -I want to f ind out abo ut Steve Mandell - Pre side nt
Sachs
Gary Klug, we miss yo u ! - Judy, Iris, Sally, Etc.
JH, b e ware of J H
Ste ve _Ma ndell : I can tel l you lots abo ut Jerry. Wa it
for me on t he corner of Car me n a nd Kimba ll on
Ma rc h 12, a nd I' ll tell all.
- Bun ny FIFI
P.S. So rry, b ut I so ld him all the p ict ures an d negatives .
Ma yor Dale y is a f igment of the ima g inatio n of the
Ma rqu is de Sade .

Julie H.: Yo u' re really a g ood kid . Why d on' t you
c ha nge you r initials ?

PRESS RELEASE from the what is Bill Fla p ory (a lias
officer) up to now. We ll, he 's a t it again, t raining
cle an cut Chicago Pol ice O ffice rs in the a rt of
d~sru p tion, c rea t in g trou b le, an d exp osing pe ople·
who m ig ht turn revolutiona ries if pu shed into it . We ll,
we must stop these d irty-comm ies b efore they reac h
the shores of No rth ave. beac h. Bill's little brother is
w a tc hi n g yo u, tee :he e .

M . Daya n: Please convert. - G .A. Nasser

Women' s Lib welc o mes King Charles' unde rcover
a ssistance. We know he ' s got a lot to contribute .

The p rice o n t hat ' 60 Li nco ln me ntioned last week
has gone down to a used pack of g u m, w rap p ers
optional.

Be nedict Arnold : W he re are yo u now tha t we need
yo u? - Julius, RMN, RJ D, Richard 0 . Spi ro, J o e W. T.
Foran, Ro man P. R. Sm ith.
·

Cindubas.

J im Pe rry: KLA L misses you . .

Lie b owa ndarrow .
Green fooses'.
BMOC e ndorses speed.
What's the difference b e tween fornification and
adultery? If you know the differe nce le t me know.
They both seem the same to me when I try them . S.S.
The· BEEHIVE is fu ll of drones.
, Getting sick of ·read ing these dumb classifieds?
Bring so me g oo d o nes d own to t he PRI NT office,
E-45 . Th e y' re free!

Me mo to the Pentagon: " U.S.A." d oes not sta nd for
Unite d States o f Asi a !!
Fe llow Virgo a ns: The sit -in is off.
J uii us Hoffman has a lready conve rted : Pigs a re n't
. kos he r.
High, Bob !
Laos, Lib re !
Hi Dawn Mac Ke lla r !

Samso n, yo u need a ha irc ut. Delilah .
Lill it h sucks. (If you ' re a Bibl.e scholar you'll understand, if not loo k up Adam's firs t wife. )

RED DOT

Co me vote fo r BMOC Friday night. You' ll have to buy
c mixer ticket fro m a sister of ARO, b ut th at' s a sm all
· price to pay for a g o9d BMOC.
Fred English
PRINT's BMOC candidate

Laundry and

Retain Rocky !

Ed. Note-Sorry, but statements weren't available from Jay and Tom, and a picture
wasn't available from Bob. There is also a fifth candidate, Pedro Rosas, from the Spanish
Club.
The mixer is this Friday night. Tickets available from ARO sisters.

Cong rat ulations to Northeastern Publications for
the ir fine " Wome ns Liberation" paper. I t hink it is
very well d o ne, and I agree w ith almost everythin g
they say. - President Sac hs

- Mrs. Zimmerman

Candy: If you want your scarf, ask Marilyn .

I . President and charter member of Beta
Epsilon Phi Fratority
2. Chairman of Student Activities council
3; Member of stage players and am currently the stage manager of T hieves' C arnival
·
4 . Production co-ordinator of Interperters theatre
5. Member of Speech and Performing
Arts association of N oitheastern
6. T echnical Director for the Theatre
La b Production of"The Di sposal"
· 7. I was also highl y ac tive during the
recent All College Confere nce.

Co mmo nw ealth Edison g ives p ower to.the people.

How many greeks would a good greek greek if a
good greek could greek greeks?
If you know a kid on the run o.r who needs someone
to rap to, have him come to Looking Glass (runaway
center) 1725 W. Wilson or call them at 769-2727. It' s
a heavy !hing if you're on the run and have nobody
to rap with .

Dry Cleaners
3246 W. Foster
10% discount to all students
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ROCI{Y AND
Wolman-continued from Page 2

explain why.
I also spoke w it h D r. Bates. D r.
Bates par tici pated in t he English
Trimester, the 12 credit-ho u r
course w h ich was headed by Bates,
Gray and H oberg last semester.
D r . Bates h as published many
articles a nd has written a goodly
number of plays . Dr. Bates to ld m e
that he has felt, ever since this
whole t h ing h as begun , that Gray
should be retained.
Dr. Bates said that he has repeatedly offered to the Retention
Committee his reasons for wanting
n.ockwell Gray i:etained and that
he will continue doing so.
In Gray's Literary Masterpieces
class the work Don Quixote was
brought to class in the original
Spanish. We were able to witness
G_ray's scholarship as he read some
key passages in Spanish and then
interpreted them thereby enabling
the students even greater insight
into Don Quixote. The erudition
revealed by Rockwell Gray exhibits a wisdom that few people have
acquired; a wisdom assisted by a

~

U niver sity of Madrid Fullbright
Fellow, by a C olumbia U niversity
W oodrow Wilson Fellow a nd by a
Brown University James Manning
Scholar, as well as m any SpanishEnglish translations.
I can't speak of all teachers fo r I
haven't experienced all of them. I
only !cnow that one P rofessor
recently told me that even though
he was my teacher he didn 't 'have
time for students needs . He said
that the English department understood that when they hired him .
Gray on the other hand has taken much personal time to work
with many students; students interested in receiving a fine education .
People must speak up then, even
if only with a letter.
If students and faculty alike
don't get involved in this issue you
will allow cruel insensitive measures to be passed.
It has been rumored that such
"disgraceful - earthrocking" reasons such as long hair might be involved. If so civil rights issues are
involved here. One graduate stu-

dent said the reason just might be
because Gray does spend so much
time with students which might
cause some non caring instructors
to be bothered .
Another reason m ight be the up- .
com ing NISC expansion, an expansion th at m ay h ave ' political
reasons beh ind it.
Even if, as som eone suggested, a
new ma n has been hi red for the
English department, a man of
Gray's caliber should and m ust be
retained. NISC is growing. T here is
room for Gray and other new instructors.
The political thoughts are being
explored and wi ll be reported on as
information is gathered.
Meanwhile, let us all, students
and faculty alike, Non-English departments too, search for the facts.
Begin now by demanding that
Gray be retained. If Gray leaves it
is the whole Northeastern community that will lose.
"Sincerely,
Arnold Wolman

Rocky Gray

GRAY'S SUPPOR-T LETTERS
Students, hearing of the non-retention of R ockwell Gray, responded by sending
a number of letters to D r. Paine and the English Dept. retention Committee .
. Mu ch of the recently received correspondence is reported here.

...

Dear Committee:
Upon hearing that Mr. Gray's contract would not be
renewed I was very upset as I believe he is one of the best
teachers at Northeastern and should be retained.
I am a senior in the English Liberal Arts school, and I
have had many different teachers from the department,
all with different life styles and different approaches and
philosophies of teaching. I feel that this is one of the
attractive' and valuable qualities of the English department, in that the diversity of the faculty broadens the
vision and scope of ideas, experiences and possibilities
presented to th_e student, and expanding his awareness
challenges him to critical thinking.
The non-retention of Mr. Gray would be a serious loss
to the English department and students in that the scope
or range of vision would be limited and narrowed.
I have had Mr. Gray tor several courses (Continental
Fiction, American English Trimester, etc.) and have
found him.to be extremely honest, open, sensitive, imaginative, and challenging. He has a finely developed critical judgement and perception of things.
He is available to his students at most any time. This I
know for he met with me twice a week for at least two
hours at a time one summer and we discussed Dostoyevsky's Notes from the Underground. He did not get
release time or credit but did it because he was in~erested and so was I. This has been one of the best college
experiences I have had.
I hope the commfttee reconsiders its former decision
and decides when it reconvenes to retain Mr. Gray as he
is an excellent teacher.
Sincerely,
Maureen T. Kenny

Sir:
It has come to my attention that the contract
· of Mr. Rockwell Gray, instructor of English, is
under consideration b y you. I feel that it would
be a tremendous mistake on your part if his
c ontract was not renewe d and that this action
w ould result in negative repercus sions among
the a c ademic c ommunity at NISC.
lt is my p e rsonal belief that Mr. Gray i s a
pos itive and vital forc e in .y our d e partme nt. As
an Englis h major, and a stude nt of his for the
l as t two trimeste rs and planning to tak e him in
the c oming one, I fe e l Mr. Gray i s one of the
fin e st teac h e rs I have e ver encountered. I f eel
Mr. Gray has, t·h e intelligence and e ducational
bac k g round whic h is n ecessary for a fin e t e a c h-'
e r , ye t h e manages to mix these with a w armth
of personality and an empanthy with his s tudents and fellow faculty members-which•are ·the
rare and wond~rful qualities found in all great
teachers.
'
H owever, Dr. Paine, it is now up to you , and I
since r e l y hope you will not ignore my ple a and
t h e ple as of my f e llow stude nts as you make
y our fi nal d ecis ion.
J
I t h a n k yo u f o r y our time and atte ntion.
Sincerely,
Christine J. Wilk

Dear Dr. Paine:
One of my responsibilities as a student and future
teacher is to recognize and appreciate excellent teaching.
I wish to take this opportunity to state that the teaching I
have encount~red in the English Department has been
stimulating and rewarding for the most part. Therefore,
I must express my concern when I hear that the contract
of one of the best teachers I have had is not being
renewed. I refer to Mr. Rockwell Gray.
I first became curious about Rockwell Gray as a
teacher in the Fall Trimester of 1968, when my Practical
Criticism class met in Room All6 the period after Mr.
Gray's Literature and Writing class. Each time we
straggled in at 11 :00 AM; we found ourselves dispossessing a class reluctant to leave. This in itself was
astonishing but I further noted that Mr. Gray retreated
down the hall surrounded by students still eagerly talking or listening. When I asked some of his students what
sort . of teacher Mr. Gray was, I got such answers "as
"He's betfer than a trip" or " Man, he's way beyon·d ·me,
but l keep trying to reach him."
· ·
This past trimester, I have had an opportunity to.Jest
these evaluations for myself in the, American-Literalure
trimester. I have found them to be accurate. Mr. Gray's
teaching is "better than a trip" because he is able to
expand students' minds by his gentle questioning and
probing, by his presentation of a vast variety of other
sources and other viewpoints and by his encouragement
of nothing less than the best which is in each .stude,nt. · . ,.
Mr. Gray is " way beyond" many students, but because~~ ,. · ·•
of his genuine teaching ability and interest, students
never cease trying to reach new levels of thought and
awareness. Re also gives ' unstintingly of ·Jtis ,-J iJ1'et tq,,_
. st.u dents whQ .need'mdividual help.
· ,, ; ·• ;, • ·
Some teachers are content to have 'stbdeiits ,pro~1'•"
single teacher's mind on as many subjects as the students care to raise; some are content when there is not
student questioning-on~y acceptance of "superios"
knowledge; but, thank Heaven, there are some teachers
who seek to broaden rather than limit the thinking
process of students. I know that you are as anxious as I
am for suc-h excellence in teaching at Northeastern. I
believe that Mr. Gray is such a teacher and that it would
be a great loss to this department if Mr. Gray leaves
Northeastern.
·
Sincerely yours,
Muriel Marks (Mrs. Abert)
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HIS FRIENDS

January2ll, JY/0
To whom it may concern:
Some very upsetting news came to me today, and I
feel I must voice' a protest; I was told that Mr: Rockwell Gray was not offered a contract renewal and that
this decision was by vote of the faculty of the English
Department.
Perhaps some of the faculty think they have valid
reasons for such a vote, but I can only think of it as
unjust.. I was a member of Mr . Gray's class in Continental Literature in May-June, 1969. I know him only
as a teacher, but that is the only role on which he
should be judged by this school.
There are many fine English teachers on this
campus, and I have enjoyed classes under six of them,
so far, as an English major; Mr. Gray is one of the
best, infact, in some ways a unique and outstanding
teacher, He is sensitive, aware of everything around
him , and able to communicate that awareness to his
students. He challenges thought at the deepest level
and creats an atmosphere of easy exchange of ideas.
H e has that rare quality which makes silence comfortable. He is compassionate and seems interested in his
students as individuals, and at the same time expects a
student's best efforts, at a high caliber. From comments he has made in the classroom, I believe him to
be widely-traveled, unu.sually and thoroughly
well-read, and knowledgeable in many fields .
One thing I'll never forget is my complete change of
attitude towards the book Swann's Way by ·M .
Proust . I read it just before the trimester started,
having received a book list from Mr. Gray in advance.
I hated that book, found it a real grind to read, partly
because I felt a contempt for what seemed like a
"sissified" author. Then the class discu ssions on it
started , and soon I became able to see th e delicacy,
the beauty, and th e intricate interweavings in this
book. To this da y, I can pick it up, open ft to any page,
and smile at what I read. Since I am not a youngs ter,
but a mature wo man of 39, I find this reversal somewhat incredible.
Even though we all felt ready for a rest by the end of
the eight-week session, we were sorry to see the course
end. In fact, about fifteen of us came back the following Monday f<H an extra class, since we had not
jil1ished dis cussing one of th e assigned books.
Mr. Gray is a rare gem in the teaching profession-please don't let Northeastern lose him.
Anne M. Temby

January 7 ,· 1970
Dear Dr. Paine:
As one of Mr. Rockwell Qray's forme r students, I
would like to express my disappointment at the administration's decision not to renew his contract.
Although I have soent onlv one semester with him, as
a participant in the English Trimester, I was greatly
impressed with his ability. He not only has, in my
opionion, a brilliant mind, and · has much to offer
his students, but he also seemed to establish a great
rapport with them. Being one of the return students
and a member of the 21 plus group, I feel that I
was able to observe objectively this relationship,
and found him to be a warm and interesting instructor.
I am very unhappy to think that the department will
be deprived of one of the outstanding instructors at
Northeastern, and wanted my objection to go on
record.
Very truly yours
Eleen Weisz

.- Dear Dr. Paine:
My voice is but a small one; it has never been raised
in protest before, but regarding the "letting go" of Mr.
Rockwell Gray, I must speak up and beg that this
decision be reconsidered.
Along with his great knowledge of literature, he possesses the respect and admiration of each of his students. If Mr. Gray were not to remain at Northeastern,
I could only offer my condolences to the incoming students who would not learn from him a very unique
appreciation and understanding of literature--one
which comes not from dissecting, cataloguing, and
erpbalming but, rather, from living and breathing it.
I will never forget Mr. Gray nor what he has taught
me of literature. I only hope that he will remain to do
the same for others .
Thank you .
Sincerely yours,
Mrs. Sonia R. Zamir

Dear Dr. Paine:
The release of Mr. Gray is of great concern to
me. Mr. Gray was one of my instructors during a
trimester and his classes provided me with
stimulating and exciting learning experiences.
Under Mr. Gray's encouragement the classroom atmosphere became very healthy and
ideas were exchanged freely and discussed. Mr.
Gray was always concerned that the students
grasp the ideas presented and he explained
~nd re-defined ideas if any student was confused.
I feel that the release of Mr. Gray will be a
great loss to t1!,e students of Northeastern and
especially to the English department. I urge
you to reconsider his release taking into account the feelings of students, like myself, who
feel that Mr. Gray is an excellent teacher.
· Sincerely,
Carol A. Carlson

Dear Dr. Paine:
I would like to express my unhappiness over the
department's decision to terminate the contract of Mr.
Rockwell Gray. I have recently taken a course taught
by Mr. Gray and I found it to be among the most
stimulating and exciting classes I have participated i11
at Northeastern.
The classroom atmosphere was one which allowed
a free exchange of literary ideas and i11terpretations- a direct tribute to the instructor who encouraged the participation of each student. I came
away from class sessions feeling intellectually enriched and grateful for Mr. Gray's (and my fellow
students') contributions to my growth as a student of
/iterature.
It is with sincere appreciation of Mr. Gray as an
instructor and as a person, that I strongly urge the
English department to reconsider its decision concerning his contract.
I trust that you will acknowledge the importance of
student opinion with regard to teacher evaluation .
Sincerely,
Christine Grosch
English Major

Rocky Gray in an office conference

Dear Dr. Paine:
I should like to address the following comments to
the faculty committee considering the renewal of Mr.
Rocle.well Gray's contract.
It has been my privilege to bea memberoftwoofMr.
Gray's classes at Northeastern during the past two trimesters: Continental Fiction and, most recently, the
English trimester. I consider him to be one of the most ·
outstanding teachers I have encountered.
How dQes one evaluate any teacher? My own evaluation is admittedly subjective but since I am a "considerably over twenty-one" senior student, I would
hope that my judgment is tempered with some maturity. It is certainly compounded with observation of the
reaction of many other students to Mr. Gray's teaching
and to his stimulating ideas.
The atmosphere in Mr. Gray's classroom is often
electric as students are led, in a climate of acceptance,
to express and share ideas on a deeper level than many
of them have previously dared . Although he does not
follow a rigid plan of organizational routine, Mr. Gray
assigns extensive readings. and insists upon excellence
and depth in required papers. He is a brilliant scholar of
wide-ranging knowledge and perception, fluent in
French and Spanish, and makes frequent allusions to
an astounding variety of classical and contemporary
references. But surely many of these details are already
known by your committee.

The most lasting impression I shall retain from my
experience in Mr. Gray's classes is the mind-expandin_g
effect he has often had upon me :as I found myself
stimulated by his ideas to tfi[nk-about matters I had
never thought of before and often to explore them
further by additional reading. Is his not the ultimate
goal of education? It is perhaps significant that Mr.
Gray provides the opportunity for this type of indepth thought to occur since his classes are devoid
of pressure and he invariably provides time in his
busy schedule for individual and small-group conferences on subjects of concern to his students as the
need is exnressed.
,
I realize that paper credentials become important to
institutions of higher learning even as they do in the
professions. The excellence exhibited and encouraged
by Mr. Gray is intangible· to measure but none the less
crucial to producing the broadly-informed citizens of
sensitive intelligence so desperately needed in our
society. It is therefore my sincere hope that the committee will find other means of measuring Mr. Gray's
contributions to the students and the institution so that
his influence will continue to be a vital force in this
academic community . If this does not occur, many of
us · will be bitterly disillusioned about the contradiction in values of "The Establishment" between those
stated and those practiced.
Sincerely yours,
Betty J. Southard (Mrs . R:W.)
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D el
B reckenfeld

Last Wednesday I had the opportunity of listening to Dr. Richard Winar, staff
Geologist fro m the Mechanics and Structural Engineering Department of Commonwealth Edison. Speaking at Dr. Forslev's Earth Science class, Dr. Winar spent a
good part of the time describing his work, which is specifically concerned with rivers and
lakes that c hance being polluted by Com. Ed., and answering questions from the class that
dealt with Com. Ed's role as a major pollutor.
Dr. Winar began his lecture wit~ the opening statement that if the community dies, so ·
does. Commonwealth Edison, so Com. Ed's future really is at stake -if the pollution
problem is not solved. After this cheery note, he proceeded to supply ·us with the
following defi nitions: water pollution is any act of tainting, defiling, or rendering water
unclean; and a body of water is polluted when it can't assimilate certain substances, or
when the ecology of the water has been disturbed. Pollutants that disturb food chai ns
cause a c hange in the ecology.
At the nuclear sites (D resden a nd Zion) Com. Ed . is conducting intensive studies to
determine, among other things, pH changes of the water, oxygen content, and a ny effect
current acti vities might have on the survival of the organisms that live in the aquatic
environments.
In 1965, a Federal law was passed-The Water Quality Act-thru which the Department of Interior assembled from each state a set of standard1> checking water pollution.
Leading scientists (in Illinois it was the Illinois Sanitary Water Board) helped formulate
the laws which limit temperature of water, regu late the amount of oxygen present in the
water, and curtail the amount of solids that can be added. (Why didn't someone let the
Calumet and Kankee Rivers in on this secret?)
Dr. Winar gave us alot of information that wouldn't begin to fit in this space, & while
his talk brought little comfort that pollution of our environment will ever halt, he did make
me aware of how little I know on the subject. It is important, when asking questions, that
you have some concrete knowledge backing them up. Oh, by the way, reservations will be
taken dow,n in the Print Office for a fun-filled ski weekend on Chicago's new slopes,
erected from yours' and my garbage. Perhaps Jeane Claude Killey will come and test the
Killey challenge.

Last weeK, l had the pleasure of being a guest at a very unique Coffee House called " It's
Here," located at 6455 N. Sheridan Road. The club features mainly folk-type singers and
groups. However, the one thing that interested me most about the place, is that for the past
eleven years, "It's Here" has been a showcase for young folk entertainers from all over the
country. For instance, "It's Here" was the first Chicago room to feature such notable
personalities as Ritchie Havens, Jose Feliciano, Buffy St. Marie, Gene Farmer (staff writer
for "Laugh In"), the;; Irish Rovers, and Biff Rose. There are very few places in Chicago
where acts of this nature can get adequate exposure. "It's Here" provides not only the
exposure, but also the intimacy between audience and performer in this type of environment which is essential to the building of any act. Don't get me wrong, the club is not a
haven for amateurs. It's more of a proving ground for potential nationally-known acts.
The three main acts I saw were Comedian-Singer Joe Corey (a regular), Don Cooper,
and Banburry Wood. Corey does commercial work in Chicago and the latter acts have
three albums between them. The good-time Banburry Wood (similar to the Youngbloods
and early Spoonful) and folk-blues singer Cooper were both very professional acts, and
with more exposure, could attain the status of the earlier named national acts. If "folks" is
your bag, or you can dig plain music, I suggest you give "It's Here" a chance. (Call SR
3-9781 for information .)
When I first saw the original "Blood, Sweat and Tears," the two individual musicia ns
that impressed me the most were Al Kooper (organ and vocals) and Randy Brecker (trumpet). Since then , both members have departed from the group and have also become fairly
successful. As everyone knows, Kooper became a producer and performer on many hit
albums ("Supper Sessi~n," "I Stand Alone," and "The Live Adventures of Kooper and
Bloomfeld" to'name a few). Randy Brecker made a few jazz albums and received one of the
greatest honors when Downbeat magazine voted him the no. I new trumpet player of last
year! Many people were just waiting for him to tour with his own band. Last week, I had the
good fortune to see his new group, "Dreams" in concert at Mundelein Hall.
The group consists of six pieces (organ, bass, drums, sax, trombone, and trumpet) who
. play in a style very unlike the present "Blood, Sweat and Tears." "Dreams" is similar to
the old BS&T and Chicago, with their more definite jazz patterns and the complete
freedom of horn solos. The rhythm section , all except for the drummer; was very monotc,nous . Nevertheless they didn't distract from the group's total sound because the originality and caliber of Brecker's brass arrangements sustained the whole band. You don't hear
many horn riffs like this because very few young musicians can play with the maturity that
Brecker does. The songs were all original and relied on the inventiveness of the brass to
make them work.
In anybody's book, Brecker is an excellent musician who is capable of selling a band on
his name alone. What was so cool about Dreams was that they used Brecker as an. equal
member instead of a star attraction. True, his solos really stood out, but he was featured no
more tha n the saxophone or t rombone. In fact he wasn't even introduced to the audience
until after their first break. As long as Brecker remains in this position , Dreams will be a
very fine band . They will probably never be as famous as, lets say, BS&T, but I' m sure
their soon-to-be-released will be a gas .
Hot tip of the week ...J o hn Priola of the Soul Machine has predicted that the new single
by the Ides of March, Vehicle (or whatever), will soon be a monster in Chicago. Smilin'
John's own group will be featured at a mixer for our school this Friday.
dance to the intimate sounds of the
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• NAVY STYLE DENIM
BELL BOTTOMS
• WHITE NAVY PANTS
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• BOOTS AND SHOES
25c a d rink for
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• FATIGUE JACKETS
• GAS MASKS
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THE FLIP SIDE
TRS TICKETRON ELECTR_O NIC TICKET OFFI CE
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STEREO L.P.'s-$3. 19
8-TRACK TAPES-$5.50
MONAURAL L.P .'s-$ J .Oo _ _ _~Iii

Rennie
Davis

March 25
-Aud~

ROMANCE
BY COMPUTER
Doe s it Wo rk? Get t he Fa cts
For a FREE Questionna ire
Ca ll 372-4829 (24 hrs.)
Or wr ite to:

CUPID COMPUTER SERVICE
111 No. Wabash Ave .
Ch icago, Il l. 60602

Autour de l'ariJre c'est au printemps
Everyone is looking for answers to unknown
questions.
[ike perpetual cocoons wrapped up in
themselves.
When we are born, we begin to spin our
cocoon that separates
us from each ottier.
Life thickens it
from experience.
from fear
from indifference
to the point, suffocation, so
we die
We are ice cycles
you and I,
Sun never rises to warm our hearts
or gentle our wintry stare.
Sun never warms us,
to burst our shell,
our cocoon,
our hell.
So we suffer deep,
for a solution to self-needs because
some how we know,
now know,
but
· have
no ·
faith that
there is an ultimate answer.
The grass is just grass.
The snow is just snow.
What does it matter?
On the othe~ side_of the tree,
it's Sp~ing.
Margaret Patterson

BORDERLAND

APOCALYPSE Is open to poetry, prose, short stories, plays,
and critical-comment on work appearing In the column. The format is also open to original art work, · but APOCALYPSE needs
an art editor first.
All written submissions should by typed, using double spacing
and Include the author's name & address to Insure MSS return.
There are no deadlines; ~POCALYPSE will appear when enough
work has been received to warrant publication. Please submit
to APOCALYPSE, C/O "THE PRINT" and allow two, weeks for
MSS return;
..
PATRICK McPHEE: EDITOR .

A
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A
A
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Stars fixed in black- blue ceiling :
Cars filled with young twos, yearn ing
For something believed in
yet almost unobtainable.
You and I
Will see the sky,
And here on earth
We'll never lie.
The world will look and stare
and say,
"Contaminate our world this day. "
And we will laugh and bare
and play
The rest of life and death away.
joe denieliwicz
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REALIZATION
REAL

and they have called him sissy ...
missing a beautiful innerness
not gliding
they have run past his eyes and heart;
and have called him sissy.
roaming the earth as Cain
he is one member of some dead race;
marked.
those who know
dream themselves as Cains but are not ~
and they ~ave called him sissy.
yeti have talked with him on days
when even God seemed real ;
but i have called him artist,
speaker of falling snow
or rain that is warm .
i have looked into the deepness of his eyes
only to remember what it was like.
i have sensed he who was called sissy!
fatherless minds!
when he has passed you
the cold wind you give off
is turned warm .
senseless minds!
it is your nothingness which h~s
possessed him like some foul wench.
andi?
you will find me on the roofs of giant
buildings
shouting with stars ;
lookingcalling for the poet!
J . Alexander Nowakowski

The golden summer would ride us
dizzy
into morning
but today
the day knew no color
and he and I climbed up inside
up past the old house
up on black stairs
straight and steep
to somewhere else
Defiantly
she resented being
shown
gave us her coldest reception
" I et' stake it"
Magical words giving substance to a spirit
prisoner in a storm cloud
and I fell
out of the dark security
ofmy family
falling
a feeling she taught me to love
"why it's ever so much easier than flying "
did she say that?
The wind blew soft soon
her slanted attic walls
no longer oppressed us
now leaned to protect us
colors changing from grey-pink to umber
as a bedroom glowed
yellowy in late afternoon light
We have her our music
and love
from a dream land in California
could she have told us how to reach it?
in a white ship?
She in return gave us a window
to look out over
a field of chimneys
that might have been
Mary Poppins' London
and another
opening to the whole sky
under its frame I would lie
closed to someone pretty
sleeping softly
I would feel her smile
surrounding our warm bodi es
"children of the universe"
she whispered proudly
and I
accepted the stars
she was in everything we knew
in our bright laughter
sparkling in our eyes
we were all so beautifully young
Now our journey slows in
the heat of mid-day
she is dead
executed indifferently
bludgeoned by an iron ball
shattered by a cold machinecreated to destroy
and the first light she gave us
only vaguely remembered
in the songs we still sing
··
Dennis Mai er

COLLEGE STUDENT'S POETRY ANTHOLOGY
The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
annc;>uncea its

SPRING COMPETITION
The closing .d ate for the 111bmiuion of manusaiota by College Students is

April 10 .

ANY STUDENT a t t ~ eatber JIIIUO!' or aenior mllegc is eligible to submit
his verse. There is no liDUtation • to .form or theme. · Shorter works are preferred by the Board of Judges. becawe of apace limitations.

•E ach poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on a separate sheet, and must
bear the NAME and HOME ADDRESS of tlte student, and the COLLEf,E
AOORESS as well.
MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
5210 Selby Avenue

Los Angeles, Calif.
90034

ZATION
REALIZE NATION
REAL EYES NATION
REAL lJES NATION
( ? !! · )
REALIZATION

Ron Prost
The Final Exam
For several months 11 iked and knew these
faces
-or so I thought ·
·
but now they're dimmed already to
masses of hair
the upper rims of glasses
and jaws, nervously chewing gum.
The pages their protruding knuckles etch
will darken on my desk for some months
more
(preserving notes I wrote unto myself)
until I sweep them outretaining, I hope,
a few bright faces in the dust
and possibly a name or two. ,
Allan Bates
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Callin' out wo.ulda been worth Master's
bitch in' if the people woulda looked up •t ya. ·
But no· one. would. An' ya KNEW they :ould
by Candy Cobleigh
hear ya. Ya KNEW. Once this old lady looked
up.
From the outside, 'cause they won't, let
I labled· her -,id sh'e, deserve it. Nobody
ya •open the windows all the . way, nobody
picks with my sister. Guess I shoulda hipped
can see in. But she looked up. Everybody
the. chicks in there to that, but most of 'em
laughed. Not 'cause she was lookin' to see
come in after lights-out and leave by midwhere the noise was cor'nin' from, but 'cause
afternoon . An' sittin' in intake for two weeks
when she stopped, that was mercy. It was
makes you a veteran, 'cause, like I said,
like she said from out there that we existed.
you usually get processed in about twelve
I used ta stay away from Masters. Whenever
hours. That's probably why she tried it, the
she was in the room, I'd be on the other side.
bitch.
If I'd catch her watch in' me, I'd look away.
You can do dirty before you get a ward
"What you in for, girl?" chick next ta me
'cause the file isn't finished on you nohow;
said .
it's across the court in the hearing room .
" They put my mamma in the bin; got no
An' the matrons don't care anyway. They
home. You?"
·
just sit an' smoke an' make ya die for a butt.
"This my eighth time fo' runaway. Ain't
Well, we had this one; she was on three
gonna see Audy floors no mo'. My caseto twelve, who used to put on the T.V. an'
worker say Geneva."
'cause there wasn 't nothin' else ta do you'd
"When ya go?"
watch, an ' she'd ·switch the channel just
"Girl, I'm g·onna be here fo at least a week.
when the good part came.
Gotcourt6nthe
18th."
There was always someone sittin' on the
"What's yer name?"
floor, especially in the morning, 'cause, like
"Sally." ·
I said, more people got picked up an' there
"I'm Candy. Say, you checkout Masters?"
just wasn't enough chairs. This matron, Miss
" Girl , you see me bein' over here, don't
Masters, used ta walk around an' just spit
you?" We laughed.
where she pleased an' if you were unlucky
"I got a sister. Blond over there. Melody.
enough to be sittin' with yer tray in the way,
Hey Mel." Mel looked up.
tough. That ain 't all. She was a real jewel.
"This is Sally. Come on ove(."
Every _morning was the same draQ . Up at
"Naw. It's my turn for the cards. Play with
5:00 A.M. Caseworkers don't come until
ya when I get 'em."
8:00 and court don't open till 9 :00. You betI turned ta Sally.
ter hear the first call , 'cause if ya don't, ya
"You know, for he last three days Mel has
get bruises laid on yer ribs so bad they last
been waitin' for the cards. Every time it's
ya a month . You strip yer bunk an' kick the
green steel locker for sheets. Ya make it
her turn, Masters always says 1t·s too noisy
an' takes ·em away: ·
regulation right or ya do it thru breakfast.
Sally grunted.
Then ya was in the shower an' race for the
"See that chick what got 'em now? She
rack ta get yer bra an' pants before somer live in Masters' hood; they tight. Girl's a
one lifted them .
·
terrible bitch."
They wheel the stainless steel cart in
The chick was well set on h·er bones an'
about 5:30 an' slop on the oatmeal an' old
·
Thank
you an' Good night was her poker
bread an' margarine. They put the milk that
way. I watched her pile debts back an' I
cuts yer sex drive into dented tin mugs.
.
figure if those chicks Qet sent ta her section,
Masters walks an' spits an' gives her daily
she won't have ta lift a finger for days. They
nag . "Whor~s. Ya 'don ' act s.mart ass till
musta know the same thing, ·cause it didn't
12:00; that's when I leave, 12:00. Yer gonna
take too long 'fore Mel got the cards an'
spit shine this floor on yer han's an' knees
called us over .
.when yer done loadin' yer guts. You, you,
"Candy, Sally. Come on. I got 'em."
you, an' you, take the latrine. Youse against
"AwMel."
that wall, the sleepin' hole. You an' you, hallMasters was watchin' me.
ways. Rest o' you lazy asses gonna do the
"Bring 'em over here."
main office out that door. An' if I scope one
Well, Mel got that look in her eye, so I figured
o' you bitches copping cigarettes from 'that
what the hell. We sat down an' she started
trash can, we gonna humbug . You ru·n yer
dealing .
mouth when yer done workin',. not before.
" JOHNSON"
Hau l yer ass back here quick an' nobody
Masters screamed. Sally stiffened.
leaves this room 'less I say.
"SALLY ANN JOHN.SON!"
That was her sweet talk for the day. She
"Oh, shit. "
used ta pace aroun' the carts we used for
Masters
took · her ta the back room an' we
tables an' leave plops of sweat wherever
figured maybe she did her detail wrong . Mel
she slung her head. About midway through
an' I kept playin'.
her glory moment, she'd edge toward the
" Raise ya two."
windows. Anyone who'd been in intake be"Two what?"
fore knew what that meant. She w·as gonna
open them.
" Two washings o' underwear."
The chief bitch was inchin' over. I saw her
They were " jollisies," but someone, somejus' a little off the side of us.
where along the line called 'em -jelousies
" l'llcall..."
an' the name just stuck cause that's how
they make ya feel. They had a little crank
I looked up an' the chief had Mel' s cards.
Melody looked at me with those big round
in the lower right hand corner an' that's how
they_ open. The glass is murky slits goin'
eyes. "You gotta understand. No one picks
with my little sister." I looked up real slow
crosswise that crank down· over each other
at chief.
to close. She's open 'em just a little an' all
you -could see was down . An ' you 'd hear the
" Now you don' wannt keep them cards.
cars and the " Ogden" busses an' she'd
They ain't no good without what I got here."
I was clearing the table.
smile an' watch our faces while our eyes
willed her hand to let us have a better
" SiQes," She spit.
.
.
glimpse of freedom . We'd wait, but she'd
"Bitch." I looked her in the eye. "I'm gonalways close them again .
na rap you upside yo head less you give
Get off yer lazy asses an ' work. State
them cards back." I was aimin' for the ofain't givin' you nuttin fer free . Later on,
f,ensive but I guess we both ha(I the same
when we were all crowded round the day
idea. Her first kick got my already bruised
room with nothin ' to say, we'd wait ta see
ribs. I" rapped her mouth an' landed a foot
who'd be the sacrificial lamb for the others.
somehwere low-belly. She came up and put
Masters reigned . at her desk an' requ ired
me on the floor. Ttiat's where we were when
two each day before the windows could be
Masters an ' the guard pulled us apart.
ooened. The time had ta be right cause after
Masters asked her question, her glare at
nine the sidewalk was practically deserted
me telling the others what ta answer. "Which
until five. It was usually one o' the new ones
one o' you bitches started this?"
\
who went to the altar.
I didn't say anything. Chief scoured the
"Ma'am ... "
room.
" My name is MISS MASTERS; you re- .
"She did." Mel pointed at chief. No one
spect me, you bitch."
else agreed. Masters looked pround of herself.
·
"Miss Masters, can I open the window? "
" What the hell you want with the window
"You gotta learn ta follow orders, whore.
open? You ain't goin' no place."
I said no trouble till 12:00, that's when I
That was a questjon . nobody ever was
leave, 12:00. You act like an ass, we gonna
prepared ta answer. How do you tell someteach you ta do right. You gonna get civilized."
body ·that that's free . air out there? That
even the bricks in the building are freer than
She turned to the guard. "How' s Bluestone?"
you? An' if ya can't be free, then you wanna
"Full, Miss Masters."
at least watch. See, bein' caught, you get
"Solitary?"
prouder than you ever were an ' you don't
"There' s room. "
let 'em know it's killin ' you . So you shnig
yer shoulders. " It's stuffy in here."
Masters turned ta me. " You g_onna think
about doin' right. ~n· she gonna take care
Usually there was someone who couldn't
o ' yer sister while you learnin'." She pointed
stand the tension. " Yeah Miss Masters, it's
ta ch ief. Chief was eyin' my sister.
stu!fy in her.,,."
" Bitch. You mess once with her an ' yer
life ain't long as yer eyelashes."
Masters would begin. "Seems you weak.
An' here I am, in a six by four dark room
You can't take a stuffy room? I don't cater
wonderin' over an ' over 'bout Melody, sittin' ta weakness; I build strength. I'm gonna get
on a john that don't work, goin' over an' over
you bitches strong . You· gonna get musall o' this in my mind, I gonna write all this
cles." An' she'd grab the two an' get the
down
someday; if I get outta here.
guard ta put ' em on detail on one o' the
floors. About quarterto nine, she'd look up
from the desk. "You. Open the window.
Bunch o' stinking p igs in here." If you were
lucky an ' by the window, you 'd get to see
the people walk ta work. Sometimes, ya
couldn't help it, you'd call out. "Hey! Up
here."

MASTERS THE CHIEF AND ME

I

-THE RIVER-

saturday night,_sunday morning
the sun is coming up now
no it is not.
the read turns first to the right,
then to the left.
no it is not.
let there be dials to turn
and badges for everyone.
let exposure bring out the sun in you.
but no it is not.

A ragged, old man doesn't say very much
when three cops scrape him off
the flattened cardboard box,
stained with sweat
vomit, urine, cheap wine,
and a variety of dead things,
from roaches to rat bones, ·
picked clean by ferocious flies
or by another old man, or this one.

music is like the ocean waves.
flowing.
large walls of water,
the music that flows.

For him, the river ran nowhere.
It was just something to bring. more dirt,
more dirt-that went up and down at will,
pushing him to higher groundrinsing, purgingmaybe washing away his cardboard bed,
his home.

in my eyes are tears flowing
like ocean waves.
tears are music. fool!
a feeling like the musical sun involves me.
o gentle warmth. o gentle movements.
-that make up the wall,
·
never-blinking see,
the ocean waves.

The rivery&uow, brown, <Jr green on St. Patrick's Day
Sometimes it stank,
·
with timelike him.
It wretched up what it had swallowed
like him.
'
It was poisonedlike him.
By things too evil to mention ·
and too numerous
'

white lines light up each lane
and become an invisible barrier.
until after countless signals the flash burns,
sirens call .out for the octagon red .
then no it is not.
but the sun is beardless daddy! hey daddy!
i am not Job and my dot does grow larger.
my eyes do not see you.
daddy hides behind the waves.

And it died,
like him,
like him,
like HIM!

..,.

Mike Donahue

sleep, i want sleep now.
for my eyes cannot perceive the bright sun,
the music,
and the less of a tender moment.
j. aleximder nowakowski

Toa Friend
Respond to me.
Wait and ...
1'11 give you
My friendship,
My records,
My peanut butter kisses,
And everything
I need--

.

FIRE'S HOT
(
FIRE'S HOT
)
FIRE'S HOT
)))))
(((((
(((((((( FIRE'S HOT ))))))))
_( ( (((((((( (FIRES HOT)))))))))))

To be necessary
When someone cries.
I cry
To be necessary.
I'm lonely too.

Ron Prost

THE VIEW FROM THE RAVENSWOOD EL

Can you see
My silence?
Can you touch
My awareness?
Can you hear
My loneliness?

The View from the Ravenswood El
The city's trees have shed their green.
Oak leaves still cling, but they
are brown and dry.
American Elms thrust gaunt dead limbs
against a dull grey sky.
Yet here and there an old man cares
for zinnias, mums, and still-green shrubs
within a locked back yard.
But some of them (the mums, I guess) are
plastic,
.
And the people at the stops are very still.
Early September, 1968
Allan Bates

Maybe you need
A human corner.
Would you like
To cry
In the silence
I want
To offer?
Would you please ...
Want a friend?
Anonymous

One
Cannot conquer life and
death ...
in a breath
(a morning 's air)
The cool calm quiet thought
of peace and love ;
Unspoken eyes
Understanding smile
Recalling touches from the past.
(a car)
Our only bar a gap of time
My love aloft and linely shines
a sign
To make her bidding
Done,
" my love I'd stay
to be your
Son."
joe danielewicz
I .• . .
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La vie!
Pourquoi?

Jene comprends pas.

by Hal Bluethma11

La vie est comme ca.
pourquoi?

Mais

La vie est
Oui,

comprends

je_

Mais

pourquoi
~

Jene comprends pas
Jene comprends pas pourquoi.

amoi.

ca.
commeca?
La vie est comme ca.
la vie.

Mais
la vie est comme ca.
Oui, maisje ne comprends pas pourpuoi la vie est comnie ca a moi.
Pourpuoi?
-Renee

BONNE MERE
Deux petites fill es jouent aux grandes personnes.
-Bonjour, Madame, dit la premiere.
-Comment allez-vous?
-Tres bien, merci, et vous?
-Moi aussi. Yous avez des enfants?
-Oui . J'en ai eu quatre la premiere, annee.
-Yous les nourrissez?
-Oh non, Madame. J ~a\ nourri le premier, mais ca m'a tellement
fatiguee que c'est mon mari qui nourrit Jes autres.

UNINCONNU
-PEN SEESAujourd'hui c'est le demain d'hier.
L'homme le plus pauvre c'est celui sans un reve.
·
-Renee

The question of an alternative to the capitalist system which now rules in America is
becoming increasingly clear for the very reason that it is a system which is not resolving the
issues of the day. We hear words of wisdom from Democratic and Republican Party
politicians but we see no action; their wisdom is rhetorical; it is the words of these politicians that are used to placate people.
·
Are people being placated? Are they accepting things as they are and hoping for change
to come from above. The last IO years do not suggest this as a trend . What is suggested is
that people are learning that chey ·must act independently of the two capitalist parties. Thus
we have demonstrations against the war, against unfair city welfare programs, against
urban renewal in certain communities that is displacing lower income families. Thus we
have the recent development of the anti.-pollution movement which demonstrates against
companies which p01l.;te the air.
The reality that the two-faced capitalist politician has to tace is that the American public is increasingly sceptical of his promises. And this is the case with good reason. People
remember that LBJ was the "peace" candidate in 1968 and we got war. Nixon was goirtl
to solve the Vietnam War dilemna and today we realize we are greatly involved in Laos
as well.
·
The right to food is anything but a right in the U .S., but it is a privilege. Transportation is
not a right but is also a privilege. These are things which are in direct contradiction to the
ideals of anyone who is by any stretch of the imagination a humanist.
/
We in fact live in a crisis-wracked society where at every turn contradictions appear and
show us hypocracy. Talk of democracy and the American Way becomes a farce when we
read a speech by Thomas Foran, when we see the oppression of black people, when we see
the horrible destruction of the land and ecology of Vietnam caused by U.S. bombs and
napalm.
This is why just demands are being raised by people. Because the government has not met ·
its responsibility to tell the truth in its foreign poHcies, to combat poverty and environmental deterioration.

- - ---,

THIEVES STEAL ST AGE
IN LITT LE THEATRE
" Thieves' Carnival," a comedy from
Paris by w y of New York, will open at the
NISC Little Theatre Friday, March 13,
and run the 14, 18, 19, 20 & 21 at 8:30 p.m.
With thieves as heroes and respectable
people as fools, the play merrily turns all
accepted values upside down-with the gayety and abandon of a carnival-time masquerade.
Leading the play's flock of fools and
pickpockets, Tad Hryniewicz, Larry Raumer and Ed Szyblik will be seen as the
pixilated, bumbling crooks, Dorothy Goldberg (Lady Hurt) as a nonchalant aristocrat
who spots them as thieves at a glance but is
so bored that she invites them to be her
house-guests all the same, Jordyce Fisher
and Taddi Remps (Juliette and Eva) as her
nieces who become romantically entangled
with the burglars, Gary Parto and Bob
Eichenfeld (Dupont-Duforts) as a father-and-son pair of fortunehunters who
keep failing to attract the heiresses they

pursue, and Lester Palmer (Lord Edgard)
as a vague, frustrated gentleman of wealth.
Any similarity between the play's
high-spirited plot and reality is purely
coincidence, for-according to New York
critics who hailed the present English
translation of the play as a delightful antic - the story is merely a frothy concoction
into which the illustrious playwright, the
French Jean Anouilh, could pour his drily
ironic and spoffing observations on life and
his sense of romantic tenderness.
Involved in the merry charade are a trio
of charming and rather inefficient felons, a
pair of desperate fortune-hunters, an elderly, aristocratic aunt and her two nieces,
anq an amiable but befuddled old gentleman of similarly exalted station.
They are all wacky in one way or another and become ensnared in the twists and
t(lrns of various ridiculous and unexpected
situations.

ST. PATRICK'S SHOW

I Clancy
ii

I

I
t1
::z:

m

ii~

Brothers·
SAT., MAR. 14, 8:30 • OPERA HOUSE
Tickets: $6.00, 5.00, 4.00, 3.00

Tickets NOW at Box Office, or at all Ticketron outlets, Marina City,
end all Marshall Field & Company, Montgomery Ward and Crawford
stores.
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After the Peace Corps
what then?
'

\Wre looking tor hanl·core human be~
as priests, ministers and rabbis.
Call the Interfaith Coounittee b Religiom ~
22 West Monroe Street, Chicago 71.6-3717•
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tra11:!J!!!rlation def!f!,rlment

LIL~NSING NOT WORKING
T his week the P RINT tra nsportation department speaks of the present requi rem ents in Ill inois for getting and ma in taining a li c'ense to dri ve and the various problems invo lved with the quality of the d rivers
(both licensed and unlicensed) on our
roads. Just recentl y the state, with much
ballyhoo, m ade retesting m andatory for all
drivers in every nine year period. This was
supposed to solve the problem of having incompetent drive rs getting a new license ev-ery three years with no problems. The state
· also changed th e system of " chauffer's licenses''. and motorcycle licenses to one of
having all licenses as " operator's licenses"
with variations based on weight and type of
vehicle. These, then, also allegedly come
under the ruling of periodic retesting. All'
of this looks very good on paper.
It is not working! One reason is that a ten
dollar bill sticking out of the glove compartment still exerts a hypnotic effect on
many of the testers. Another problem is that
when a_license expires and testing is not required a person can get any classification of
license he wants. When a person I know
made her application for renewal she got an
advanced classification license permitting
her to drive an eight ton truck or bus merely
by putting the wrong letter in the box on her
renewal form . She cannot handle that large
a vehicle and cannot even shift the gears on
the thing.
What about the situations where the test
is actually given and given by an unbribable
tester? The situation is still shoddy. There
aren't enough testers to give adequate testing to everyone.
Last summer I got an advanced classification license permitting· me to drive a
truck of any weight as long as it wasn't a
tractor-trailer. The tester admitted to me after the test that he was unable to handle the
truck in which I took the test and that if I
got into any trouble (the test was o n the
street as the truck was too large for the testing lane) nothing could have been done to
rectify the situation. The test mere·ly involved going a round the block, no maneu•
vers, no backing up, no way to really find
out whether or not I could actually handle
th e thing properly . When another person I

know was retested in an automobile, he was
to ld no t to bother with several of the
maneuvers in the testing lane, a nd they just
happened to be the exact o nes that he could
not do o r had trouble with doi ng.
Had he been asked to perform them, he
admits that he would have fai led the test
miserably. People over sixty-five have to be
retested every three years which is a step in
the right direction . But an older person's
health can change drastically in one year
which leaves him two years to be a menace
before anyone officially finds out. An epileptic (or someone else subject to seizures),
and alchoholic, a drug user can get a license
by merely saying on his application that he
isn't. No effort is made to check on people
who have a surplus of accidents to see if any
of the problems are the cause.
The state says that people under a certain
age need parental consent to get a license.
Did you know that once the person gets his
license to drive the family car he can get an
advanced license (to drive a nice huge
truck, a motor-cycle, or whatever) wittiout
the parent knowing about it or !laving a nything to say about it? Let's face it, the parent
who doesn't object to his son driving a VW
might get a little upset seeing him drive up
to the house in a fifty foot semi. But he can
do it, take the test and get the license and
drive the vehicle without the paren~ realizing it. And with the way they're testing,
there's no way to be sure that he is actually
qualified.
On top of all this, there are still quite a
few people who couldn't get a license despite its ease who are going ahead and driving anyway. One of the a·utomotive magazines recently suggested that gas stations refuse to sell gas to people unless they can
show their license. I'm rather inclined to
agree. I also agree with what the state intended to do with the licensing restrictions
and retesting and with _what they say they
are doing. But I would like to see them actually do it and do it properly. After all , I'm
a devout coward and it is against my religio n to die in an automobile accident
caused by inefficiency in licensing requirements.

POLI SCI SHOWS FILM
"The Batt le of Algiers ," ~ full lengt h
fil m , part of the T hree Penny C inema 's film
festi val, will be sho wn in o ur audito num
F ri day, M arch 13 a t 9:00 , 12: 00, 3:00 and
7 :00. The film is being sponsored b y the
Political Science Departme nt. See it.

WE have What
YOU Need!

ORCHESIS RETURNS

Student
Discount

ON SALE
Sheepskin Jacket & Vest
w ith Embroidered Border

There will be a meeting for both advanced and beginning · dancers Tuesday,
March 17, at I :00 in B 11 I. Anyone unable
to attend should leave their name with Mrs.
Worskoff in the Gym department.

Berne
J ewele rs - Gifts
Wholesale &
- Discount
Prices
- Repairing 3312 West Bryn
MawrAve. .

~--

~

~

RICH'S
HOBBYVILLE
3838 N. Cicero Ave.
545-0271

Chicago, Ill

·

~~
~

~

~

·. ~

the

Forad
information

WALL
STREET
JOURNAL
n ow available
a t the
K im ball-Bryn Mawr
n e w s stand

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60626

In Memory of George
T he firs t we learned of George A ngelic h's pass ing was fro m a
sma ll noti ce taped to the wa ll by t he elevators . It was a cruel way
to learn of his death in Florida bu t pe rhaps a ny method is bruta l.
No t a who le lo t of peopl e a t N ISC knew George, but those
who d id invariably liked h im . From h is swivel chair in the supp ly
roo m. George , as C hie f Storekeeper, dispensed ta pe, pe nci ls,
advice, a nd a kin d word . H e was never ruffl ed by the e ndless fl ow
of "eme rge ncy requests" or th e spa te of inane q uestions: hf' was
patient wi th everyone , a nd yet he ra n a pretly t ight s liip.
The lucky ones, howe ver , were those who really got to k now
George: the pa inte rs , jan itors, carpenters, engineers , a nd mai I
men: the deni ze ns o f our subte rra nea n depths, t he cit ize ns of the
cella r ce me nt. T o him they bro ugh t the ir ha rd-fu c k stories , th eir
jokes, th eir p hiloso phy , a nd the ir lonel iness, a nd he a lways li ste ned, always kno wing when to heed the sou nd s of silence a nd
when to speak .
~
·
He was a lso mai w ho rea ll y knew baseba ll , p ut he really
knew it a nd he loved t, especially from the days when the re were
but sixteen teams and they all rema ined in the same ci ty for at

!

T Su

Orchesi s, a modern dance group, is back.
The entire Northeastern community is invited to help in the planning.

cal I
583-4050
ext. 270

IRANIAN IMPORTS

7005 N. SHERIDAN ROAD
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least two yea rs in a row. He could tell you when L\Jke Applin g
fou led ni neteen stra ight pi tc hes off the slants of a di straught
Lefty Gomez ; he k new how fa r a nd how hard J im my Fox hit tha t
prod igious ho me r o ff Bill Di etri ch in 1935 ; he could te ll yo u
how Ted Lyons a nd Lo u G e hrig tried to ou t-fox each othe r. He
to ld a good tale , with lo ts o f lo ve.
He w·as a lso a great prac tical joker, al wa ys o ne lau gh ahead (or
behind) his playful pa ls fro m the unde rgroun d . In las t yea r's
April Fool"s edi tion of Print, in fac t, we w rote u p a n imagi na ry
chess match (for the Wes te rn Hemi sphere Base me nt C ham pion shi p) between George and o ne of h is budd ies whom he ch alle nged to a chess match fo r a year always lett ing it be k nown that
he was a chess maste r a nd gettin g oth ers to spread the same sto ry ,
even t hough he seldom pla yed the ga me . H e neve r wo uld ag ree
to a spec ific d a te, howeve r, and-the prin ted blow-by-blow sto ry
drove hi s wort hy 6 ppo nent wild . No , G eorge wa sn't really m uc h
of a chess pla yer, bu \ he was a hellu va n ice gu y, a nd if onl y he had
wo rn a numbered jacket, we'd ha ng it up for keeps in a place of
hono r.
----~ E.M .L.
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DO YOU REMEMBER
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Not too many students can remember this first issue of the ol' Northea!.'tern ,
PRINT, as it came out two solid years ago. Jfyou remember it, you've been here
longer than you think.
• • •
Are you ready for some boasting? Since PR/ NT started, it has put out seventy
straight papers, and ne ver 1 .,s one been out on anything but its announced date .
We were bi-monthly at first , then we went weekly over a year ago, and we're
thinking seriously about experimenting with twice weekly.
Bet that thrills ya, huh? We 'd tell you about our dedicated, hard-working
staff, and how we continuously work to improve our product, but that stuff
makes us sick, so we can imagine how you feel.
Any way, let us take this opportunity to thank you (sincerely) for letting us stay
around for two years ..

TH,
.

.
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CINEMA: JAMES MARTIN

THE DAMNED
It's difficult to view Luchino Visconti's
new film, "The Damned," without drawing
comparisons to Von Sternberg's 1930
"The Blue Angel." Both films ambitiously
chronicle the decay of morals and corruption of power in pre-WWII Germany.
They both do it by presenting individuals
and families as microcosms of German
society with its rise and decay in the decade of the I 930's.
"The Blue Angel" has become a film
classic, of course, and perhaps "The Damned" will come to be known as Visconti's
masterpiece. Personally, I think the film is
somewhat less than a masterpiece , but it is
nonetheless a powerful and unforgettable
movie. Drawing on much of what is great
in cinema }listory, as well as "Macbeth,"
_ the Nibelungen legend, and Thomas Mann,
Visconti has presented _an old theme and
made it relevent not only to 1933, but to
today.
The film chronicles the compromise and
decay of the powerful Essenbeck family,
who as members of the German military-industrial complex come to be the
willing tool of Hitler' madness; and although it has been generally denied by the
film's makers, it is hard to miss the striking
resemblance to the Krupp family.
Early in the film the aged baron of the
family and force behind the steelworks is
murdered in his bed by a family member.
The crime is pinned on the one sensible
member, who is forced to flee the country
as stormtroopers pound in his door. From
_that point on, the various degenerate members of the family vie -for leader"s hip of the
family corporation. Symbolically, the murder occurs on the night the Reichstag
burns; and the ensuing power struggle begins - both within the family and without.
With the "old" Germany killed off, the
New Order, the young Germany, begins to
forge its new social order.
Ingrid Thulin as daughter to the baron, is
initially perhaps the most deadly of the
family as she holds sway over her homosexual, weakling son, (played excellently by
Helmut Berger) , as well as her lover,

played by Dirk Bogarde. Bogarde , as a
modern-day-Macbeth, finally gains control
of the family empire with her help, only to
have it snatched away from him in the end
by the weakling son who gains strength by
his association with Hitler's SS troops.
What happens in bet.ween is a probing
study into family and societal decay. In the
end, the most corrupt survive, the less
corrupt must perish ; including Miss Thulin
who becomes a dope-taking, mindless
ghost of a person who is easily manipulated
into suicide by her own son.
Visconti's film is a dark and sensational
allegory of moral decay and damnation,
and he never lets us forget the lesson inherent; Nazi Germany must not happen again.
He may feel , (as he has said), that his film
is late, but it is really never too late for a
film of this nature when it succeeds. After
all, "The Blue Angel" was made in 1930,
and not many seemed to learn from it at the
time.
The film does succeed well in what it has
set out to do, but I do feel that it has its
faults. For instance, Visconti, in his attempt to draw on film techniques of the
1930's, has purposely - made the film
dark-literally. But the effect, I think is
overdone. Often the picture is very difficult
to see, and after 2½ hours of squinting at
the screen your eyes can feel the effort. To
stimulate the mind is good; but to irritate
the eyes is only distracting and uncomfortable. Aside from an occasional disj9intedness, this is the only criticism of the
film I have, and these minor flaws can be
overlooked in the general power and excellence of the movie. All of the main
characters with the exception of Dirk Bogarde, bring an authenticity to the film.
Only Bogarde seems miscast in his role.
Helmut Berger is es·p ecially good in his
first starring role, and Miss Thulin compares favorably with Dietrich's Lola-Lola.
"The Damned" is unquestionably an im- portant film. But as good as it may be
technically and philosophically, in a comparison between the two film s, somehow, I
. still prefer " The Blue Angel." Perhaps its
the "purist" in me.

Wednesday, March 11, 1970

Student 'l,eachers Present
Their Students
The student teachers in art under the direction of Mrs. Ornelas and Mrs. Hallberg
will present a show of the work of their students beginning March 16 in the
F-Building gallery. The show will encompass work in several different media by students from jr. high through high school.
Student Teachers involved will be: Kent
Blake, Mather ; Maria Corona, Mother
Guerin; Kathleen Dahlquist, Shurz; Anne
DiChristofano, Lincoln. Mount Prospect;

Carol Duda, Thomas Jr. High, Arlington
Heights; Edward Dzierzynski, Gray elem.;
Caryn Flesch, Orr; Gayle Galfield, Taft;
Susan Gebhardt, Tuley; Monica Heiter.
Glenview jr. high; Sarae Himmelfarb, Taft;
Lynn Levey, Pershing ; Sylvia Lubecke,
Miner jr. high Arlingt. 1 Heights ; Beatrice
Mattila, Lakeview , Michele Rabin, Chute,
Evanston; Carol Rizzolo, kanheim; Da- vida Schulman, Manheim; Ellen Tiefenbach, Francis Parker. The show will run for
one week.

FRIDAY
MARCH 13
-· Men 21 or older and women
I 8 or over are invited to a

Moc~ NEW Yfjr~ r:vE
at the

PJJR!y

S~ERATON ~CHICAGO HOTEL
·_

505 .\'orth ,\ /ichie.an A t·enue

CIJIDrate Tlie New Year Early ! !
,. FIRE CRACKERS
-• HATS
• HORNS
•STREAMERS
• CONFEnl
• NOISE _MAKERS
•500 GUYS
•500 GIRLS
•2 BANDS
• i BARTENDERS

·

DANCING IN
BOTH ROOMS
a popular "rock" group in the
main room-mood music in
the bar

STAG OR DATES
stag preferred

IN ADDITION TO YOU ..•
we expect to see personnel from
the 3M Company, along with
personnel from other leading
firms at our Mock lllew Year's

•ETC.

Eve· Party.

2l+VISITED BY DISTRICT SUP'T.
of Community Consolidated School Dis-trict # 15, which includes Palatine and
Rolling Meadows. Mr. Kiszka cannot, of
course, speak for all districts, but District
15 is a fairly typical suburban district and,
therefore, its ideas of the qualities necessary in a prospective teacher should have
Mr. Kiszka is Assistant Superintendent wide application.

Will you be hired as a teacher? What
qualities does a school board look for in a
teacher? The 21 Plus Club has invited Mr.
Joseph· Kiszka to speak on these questions
at its next meeting, Tuesday, March 17, at
I :00 P.M ., Room A-125 .

•Best picture of the year." _
-Gene Siskel. Chic;lgo Tribune

HERE
DOU8LE

S&H GRECN STAMP-S
With -ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY of the Week
. ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
4000 W. PETERSO!'J (PETERSON & PULAS_KI)

588-9365

588-9850

~~-

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
(STANDifi,)
MARK IV
TUNE-UPS
~~~ - FRIG
I KING
TRANSMISSIONS
SAME DAY SERVICE
BRAKES RELINED
RADIATORS
& INSTALLATIONS
~ Il l ~

•
•
•
•
• WHEEL ALIGNMENT
• EXHAUST SYTEMS
• HAND WASH
• TIRES - BATTERIES

Chicago"- at Michigan. Cine~a 'Theatre
11atiNn Daily•,_ stllllHt graup rates call: WH 4--5&&7

SERVICE ON ALL MAKES

& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS

AUTO AIR CONDITIONING
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Was Patrick Walsh
'Fore Patrick's Day

INTEPRETERS' HOLDS READING
Interpreters Theatre spo ,ored a reading hour entitled "Voices in the Wind," at
I :00 Tuesday March · 3rd. Mrs. Charlotte

by Marnie Fournier

· "The thing that first struck me about
America was the amount of poverty still
existing. There are ma~y more poor people
here than I expected." Patrick Walsh; Irish
Vice Consul, treated this write~, a representative of America's poverty stricken, to
a California fruit plate in the Wrigley Restaurant of Chicago's Wrigley building. The
gesture showed how we have progressed
from the breadline to the gravytrain.
Walsh's father is a laborer who put his
son through the University College, Dublin and saw him rise to the position of Irish
Vice Consul making periodic visits to the
United Nations.
Patrick Walsh said, "The Irish were
highly suspicious of marriage during the
potato blight and the times of the troubles
because of economic problems . They marry much younger in contemporary lre·land ."
What is your function in Chicago?
"I am normally attached to the Consulate General 6f Ireland in Chicago. In
1968 and 1969 I was nominated a member
of the Irish Delegation to the· General Assembly of the United Nations ."
When did you first appear at the United
Nations?
" When I was 25."
What has been your contact with Shirley
Temple Black at the U .N .?
"I smiled at her and she smiled at me."
What has been your impression of Shirley Temple Black in the U.N ,?
.
"Everyone says she is charming."
Have the c hanges in the Roman Catholic
Church caused· as much confusion in I reland as they have here?"
"I would rather not comment on Church
matters."

Do you feel a cultural Renaissance will
take place in Ireland with the tax-free living
for artis_ts and free education '.'
"A Cultural Renaissance" is a rather
extravagent term but these are enlightened
policies and are bound to have a beneficial
affect."
Do you think Bernadette Devlin has
helped or hurt Ireland in American eyes?
"I would hope that she has helped : She is
still a member of Parliament at Westminster. The fact that, after 50 years, reforms are at last being introduced in the
North of Ireland must mean that she and
all those who support Civil Rights in that
part of the country have made progress.
What do you think of Bernadette Devlin's book, The Price of Mv Soul?

Is Chicago as dirty as you thought it
wo.uld be'.'
"I didn't think it would be dirty.''
What is the population of Ireland '.'
"The population of the 26 countit>s under Dublin jurisdiction is almost 3 million
and there are I½ million people living in
the 6 counties in the North of Ireland (English.) The metropolitan area of Dublin is
about ¾ million . The population is growing very fast. The South is 96% Catholic
and approximately 90% Church of Ireland
(Episcopalian), Methodist, Presbyterian,
Quaker, Jewish and other. The North is
65 % Protestant and 35 % Catholic."
How do you celebrate St. Patrick's Day
in Ireland ?
"The best way to- answer that question is
to say something about St. P;itrick's Day
"So far, I have not had a chance to read it - generally in Ireland. It is, of course, the nabut I am looking forward to doing so."
tional holiday. It is also the feast of the
Have things quited down in Londondercountry's patron saint, the man who
ry'.'
brought Christianity to Ireland. So, you
"There is at present a rather uneasy
have two kinds of celebratios; reli.g ious and
peace maintained, in part by the military.
patriotic. Everyone wears a shamrock ;
Hopefully, if reforms genuinely get under
there are parades in most of the towns and
way, that peace will become more real and
cities; the mass media concentrate on tradilasting."
tional Irish culture and more Irish is ~po ken
What do you think of Teddy Kennedy's
outside the Gaelteacht (Irish speaking
chances for the presidential candidacy in
areas) than at any other time of the year.''
1976?
" It would be improper fo r me to co mH ow do you celeb rate St. Patrick's Day
ment on internal United States po lit ics."
in America?
What is the difference between the Irish
"We join in the extraordinarily colourfu I
and the American sense of humor?
celebrations here."
"That's a question for Oscar Wilde or
What is the best time of the year to visit
· Jrcland ?
George Bernard Shaw .''.
What has bee n the effect of the birth con" Any time of the year is a good time. Our
trol pill in Ireland ?
climate is temperate and even our winters
"There is nothing so dangerous as generare mild. I am told that Irish people are not
alizing. You would probably ·need to ask
at all temperate but are well kno~n for their
Dr. Gallup."
warmth and they are there all year round ."

Waisman, speech professor at the college
and Janet McHughes, _a doctorate candidate at Northwestern University were the
participants. The audience response was
very good, and the readings were well received . Tad Hryniewiez provided the guitar for- the reading of "I am a Rock" by
Simon and Garfunkel. Mrs . Waisman and
Mrs. McHughes were very effective with
their superb treatment of all the readings.
Their facial and bodily movements were
very realistic. Interpreters Theatr~ invites
everyone to their next reading hour featuring the faculty of the speech department on
April 7, at I :00 in the Little Theatre. We all
hope the readers will be as well received by
the student body as was "Voices in the
Wind."

BouRBON
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LTD
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tap"'.'a-k~g

nite
10c a drink
Til the barrel runs dry
1 547 howard 1 ½ w. of sheridan rd.

STUDENTS· FOR ISRAEL
PRESENTS
Mr. Shavl Ramati-,,
Israel Consul General
To Chicago

Speaking on
Israel & The Middle East
Tues., March 17, At l :00 In
The· Little Theatre.

Everybody'~ JnviJ~9_Jo __~Ql1J~~I I
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WRITE PRESIDENT NIXON, URGING HIS INTERVENTION

32 .

CONTACT YOUR CONGRESSMAN
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THE FEW .ORGANIZATIONS OPERATING CAN STILL DO SO.
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FOR WHEN THE RELIEF SERVICES RESUME·
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'

STUDENTS FOR BIAFRAN RELIEF
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VOLLEYBALLERS VISIT
LONG BEACH
.

It was a cold and gloomy night. The wind
was blowing, but everyone was looking the
other way. Leaves left and katies did. Suddenly, as though with no warning of any
sort, the sinister shadow of a long-forgotten
derman of yore sku-lked up upon Mondo's
abode.
This creepy creep crept into the cozy
cave where the Fantastic one was laying it
on his typewriter. _He paused, then hid quietly under the cuspidor in the corner. The
sunlight lit the lowly quarters as the messenger left with the crow of the cock and the ear
of an elephant.
But lo, out from the cuspidor jumped the
demon, who commenced to bite, gouge a nd
beat upon the unsuspecting wayfarer who
was subdued and deleted of his belongings ... and that, dear reader, is how Gemini
was left out of last week's column . Would
you believe a conspiracy?
Speaking of Lorna, M.C. has agreed to
send Lorna's mind to Florida free of charge
or even volition. If this sounds exciting
M.C. would like to contest you. The contest
goes like this. If you win you get your por-,
trait painted by Gerald Gooch.
The winner of last week's essay contest
really was . Her essay has been sent tp the
semi-finals in Pawtucket at the International C hinchilla Fanciers' Association
of North Rhode Jsland. Good luck!
Now for you new lefters, don't ride the
CT A free, send them a bill! Yes, everytime
you ride the cattle trucker's association,
send them a bill for your services. Without
you where would the CT A get all that
state money? Then when the CT A goes
bankrupt they will stack up all the buses
and make a project out of them .
And now for the tun. You know that in
high school papers it's customary to run a
class prediction that goes something like,
what so-and-so will be doing when ... Well ,
here it is, the NISC PRINT's "looking
ahead," or what notable people and institutions will be doing on campus in the
year 2001.
Coach_Gulan and the Eagles will lose to
UCLA in the NCAA finals.
Conrad Pitcher will take over the newsstand at Kimball and Foster.,
Ken Davis will win the Pulitzer surprise.
Andy Zelasko will be wearing a yellow
ribbon because Franz Lipp will replant him
in the front courtyard.
Lt. Flood will become Lt. Commander
and get a new walkie-talkie.
Mel Skvarla will be diligently planning
campus expansion beyond Elmwood Park.
A committee of concerned students will
vote to a llow neighborhood residents to
leave their houses between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m.
provided they don't pollute the campus.
Dave Green will take in a basketball
game.

BouRBON
BusJ{_
LTD
fridays & saturdays

Ron
Polo
Trio

The Union of Students will propose a
community constitution at a memorial reunion in "old main"· (the Beehive).
Alicia will ride in Fred's car.
President Sachs will dedicate the new
Center for Suburban Studies.
And finally Lorna and Day Fublications
will get Mondo Crypto right.
Now, you ask, what will I be doing in
200 I? I haven't the foggiest idea. Now for
meaningful proverbs .
ARIES: An adult pug has a soft coat.
TAURUS: The worm will squirm but
never learn.
GEMINI: Y Ot.11Can take Salem out of the
country, but carry me back to old Virginee .
CANCER: ·A bird in the hand is less of a
liability than a·camel in the back seat.
LEO: Cry and the world cries with you.
Smile and everybody thinks you're up to
something.
VIRGO: May the wind be ever at your
back and the grindstone to your nose.
LIBRA: Caroline Goldstein says don't
put it in , Mondo Crypto, or was it don't put
it in Mondo Crypto?
SCORPIO: Every little breeze seems to
whisper whooooooosh ...
SAGITTARIUS: Did you ever see a
dream walking? Well ,. you're not well.
CAPRICORN: And all the little birds of
the trees and the forest gathered around and
when the princess awoke the prince whispered, "the devil made me do it."
AQUARIUS: It's better to have lost and
loved than never to have lost at all.
PISCES: The rain in Maine fa lls mostly ·
on the ground .
Mondo is ' filled with sadness as well as
other things today, yet he is happy. I must
admit that due to Mr. Davis' error MC is
not the longest running column in the
PRINT. It is the longest jogging column,
however. Mr. Pitcher has the longest skipping column, skipping one column every 11 .
Here are the current standing§0 _
name
W L "T
* Bill Baker
46 0 0
* Mondo Crypto
29 0 0
* Green
22 0 I
* Conrad Pitcher
22 I 0
* Del Breckenfeld
I 2 o:. I
* denotes active column

.

Would you believe that N ISC's women's vollc;yball varsity squad is planning to go to
the Nationals in Long Beach, California-? Well, we'll go if we're able to raise enough
money . The National DGWS tournament, scheduled for April 23,'24 and 25, has colleges
participating from across the nation. Needless to say, it's a honor to be invited to go. So
we decided to think positive and earn the money, mainly by sponsoring a raffle. First
prize in the raffle is a portable black and white T. V. with other prizes (which have all been
donated by generous companies) being portable radios and various sporting-goods
equipment.
Our goal in this project is to earn $2,000 to pay for round trip air fare, hot<els rooms and
meals for the 10 girls from the varisty squad and Mrs. De Mano. We realize that the raffle
can't be expected to net us the total amount for the trip, so the girls from the team are
going soliciting for donations from store owners and companies. We hope toot the school
can find a way to allocate some of this money to defray expenses for this excursion, but so
far we haven't heard of any news. However, all the P.E. Clubs (Physical Health, P .E .
majors, etc.) are looking for ways to alter their budgets so that they can donate some of
their funds for this trip. With a record of 18- I for the season so.. far, I imagine we have a
right to feel that we'll do well in the Nationals.
What this is, in a roundabout way, is a request for the student body to support us in this
task. All girls from the varsity squad will be selling raffle tickets until March 31st.
Chances are 50c a piece. The drawing will be held on Thursday, April 2nd, during the
activity hour in the gym, although the winner does not need to be present.
Please back our team. We're going to be pulling for our school at Long Beach, so why
don't you support us in our efforts to get there? Help send our volleyball team to the
Nationals!
·

************
NISC's Women's Varsity defeated Aurora College last Saturday in what may probably
go down in history as one of our most unorganized matches. Maybe Noreen Ciesielczyk
falling out of the station wagon was an omen, becau se Aurora defeated us 16-14 in the
first game. Pulling our wits about us, however, the second game, which we won with a
' score of 15-2, showed just how good we could be if we ever decided to get serious . But th
third game was a real classic, with everyone performing well, from Lois Skiera's <links,
Sandy Harrison's spikes, and Linda Larsen' s serves to Cec Boyle's lovely flying angel
set, after which she demurely sat under the spiker until the play was over. We won the
third game 15- 7 with a perfect ace spike by Carol Lindseth, while Mary Beth Ulanilk·
cheered for us all.

The Drama of Dylan Thomas,
Poet of the Now Generation .
By SIDNEY MICH~LS

The record of Bill Baker's is monumental
and I believe it will stand for at least 18
more weeks. Happy belated birthtime Leni
and hellow to those great Americans RosY,
Crabeup and Rocky Craigs. If you have a
choice take both. If you don 't take to your
situation take to the streets. If the streets
reject you ta1<e a shower.
Until the·stars refuse to shine this is your
old mystic coming around the corner and
down your way wishing you and yours a ll
the best in the coming week. Ta.
·

OPENS TUES.
MAR. 17-8:30

"WITTY, LUSTY, RABELAISIAN!" - Dublin Press
MON . thru SAT. EVES at 8 :30 - WED. & SAT. MATS. 2 P.M.
SPECIAL SUNDAY PERF . MAR . 22 at 7 P.M .
SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS & FACULTY
Bring this ad to the Box Office
and receive best available
seat at the STUDENT RATE of

$3.00

THIS OFFER GOOD FOR 3 WEEKS ONLY BEG . MAR . 17
AND FOR ALL PERFS. INCLUDING SUN . MAR . 22
Regular Prices are: 7 .00, 6 .50, 6 .00, 5 .50 , and 5.00
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ferocious
in battle,
.demonic
in love!
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SHOULD NISC HAVE
A FOOTBALL TEAM?

is by far the strongest, (at least they think so), argument
' they can give.
Many people in this school feel that the students here
have no school spirit and they point out the poor attendance to the basketball games and the lack of response to ,
activities such as homecoming and the like. They feel that
the presence of a team in the school would build t his "spirit" ancl involve people in those activities whi ch manifest
themselves in this "spirit." One person said that a college
isn't a college without a football team.
That last statement is really the crux of all my misgivings about the formation of a football_ team here at
Northeastern . It seems these people feel that the school
The prospective football players realize the money spiri t of Northeastern should revolve around and stem
from a sports activity. They seem to think the identity of
problems they would run into and have gone on record as
the school is dependent upon a football team . When these
willing to pay for their practice equipment (except some
tackling dummies) and for transportation to and from the people say there is presently N O spirit on this ·campus, it
games. All they would be asking from our strained Student seems to me they a re not feeling the real school spirit of
Fees is the money for the "Game" un iforms and equip- Northeastern. Yes, there is a spirit here, or at least the very
ment. This will amount to somewhere a round three thou~ beginnings .of one. It is not the traditional sports-centered
sand dollars . They feel that if, through the petitions, they spirit, but a spirit that is · based on t he fact that Northshow the student body desires to see a team at North- eastern is an innovative school that is leading the way in
experimentation and implementation of new educational
eastern it will give them a good bargaining position wi t h
ideas.
·
the Student Fees Allocations Committee.
Unofficially the club has gathered over two thousand
signatures and is rather confident about their chances.
The school spirit _the football people advocate is the
spirit. that drives thousands of people to a football game to
This is the situation that puts me in a bind, inso far as my
position in relation to all this.
, cheer for tpe destruction of the .opposing team and the
I went over to the gym and gathered some opinions
glorification of our guys. The spirit of innovation is a qu iet
about the reasons for having a football team at Northpride in the fac t that NISC is spearheading ideas that are
eastern . To put it concisely as I can , the reasons break
determining the future role of higher education in this
down into two basic arguments. The first seems basic
country .
So when people tell me there is no school spirit at Northenough and that is it gives those students who want to play
football a chance. The second reason given by most of eastern I tell them there is but it's not the type they're
look ing for. W hen people complain about poor attendthose that I talked to was the team would give the school
ance, they are telling me that t he traditional sports-censome more ''much-needed" school spirit. This last reason

It is extremely hard for me to write this week's column.
It is going to deal with the present drive on this campus for
the formation of a football club a nd eventua l fi elding of a.
team.
The guys that are presently approaching people with
petitions, that make their plea to the students, have done
quite a bit of research a nd work to make the thought of a
football team even a possibility. They have approached
schools in the Chicago area to see how they react to the
idea of playing Northeastern. They have found the response favorable. In fact certain colleges would be willing
to leave space in their schedules to play N ISC.

tered spirit isn't meaningful to the majority of students at
Northeastern. They shouldn't expect it to be.
When t his school was established ten years ago an effort
was made to engender the new type spirit. The emphasis in
sports was placed on those sports which the student would
be able to use after graduation. (Tennis, golf, volleyball).
This means emphasis on small individua l sports which the
average student would have access to after leaving NISC.
Football was eliminated and Basketball was deemphasized. The reasoning being, few students would be able to
go out ahd play a game of tackle football after graduation.
At this time the school also joined UREHE (Union for
Research and Experimentation in Higher Education). It
was the only urban commuter college in the Union and has
been very active in it. Ten years ago the decjsion was made
to build a new spirit on this campus and there is reason to
believe it is starting to catch on and gather momentum.
The question has to be raised whether or not the institution of a football team here would damage the beginnings of this new innovative spirit. There are those that say
it would, as for myself, I really don't know. I tend to believe that a football team would be accepted in the same
manner as t he basketball team. T he re isn't a negative feeling for it ("Everyone wants a football team") but the
school would not support it . It just isn't important to them .
The next question to be asked is whether it be worth it to
spend the money for a team if it wasn '. t going to be supported. In effect you are asking should these guys be given
a chance to play football? As far as I'm concerned if these
guys are willing to give their time and money to play football, even though there is a chance they won't be supported , then more power to them.
My position can be summed in one sentence. I am not
against a football team, I am only against their reasons for
having one.
Stick wit h those Sox.

IN THE MEAN TIME,
IN BETWEEN TIME

BY MR. RON MID&ETON
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In the rr.ean time, we have but one week left of
basketball and in between time, the playoffs a re
deciding Northeastern's 1970 Champions. The
· •fortuna te twelve' entered the playoffs last
Thursday in competition with one another. The
end result, sad ly to say, 'four unfortunates' and
'eight elites.' Tomorrow there ·will be 'four' and
.next Tuesday we will have ONE. Who is ONE?
Let's take a look at the results of the 'four
unfortunates' of last Thursday. The first team
booted out was the COLTS (5-2) losi ng to the
TKE 'A' now (5-1 ) by a score of63-41 . I've never
seen a colt race in a high stakes class and win,
maybe next year the COLTS might mature into
horses.
If you think the COLTS had problems, how
about the frozen METEORS (4-2) losing to the
delight of the PENGUINS (5-2) by a ridic1.1lous
score o f 56-34. The METERORS should have
stayed in the locker room and played ping pong,
they might have gotten the ping pong ball over
the net. Whereas the victorious PENGUINS
could not do w rong, Swissh after Swisssh!
In another lopsided game, the HOT DOGS (52) sla mmed the door shut on the C HICAGO 8 (42) 53-33. One of t he hot HOT DOGS was quoted
to have said " they co uld n't sto mach us." I'm
beginning to wonder a bout those HOT DOGS.
Last but not least, the PISTONS (6- 1) finished
off the NO NA MES (3-3) by a score of 62-49 in
w hat had to be the closest battle of the day. The
PISTON'S jolly giant made sure the NO
NAMES retired without a pension.
A few side notes you may take note at: KOLV AS a re fa vo ri te to repeat as Cha mpio ns, odds
9-5 less t han 2-1 ; M R . RON is still human, capa ble of making an erro r: prediction percentage
is at 83.3 , and fi nall y, t he OLD TI MERS a re
looking for facult y recruits for the upco ming Intramural Volleyball Tournament.

